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Each dancer has a personal receiver to hear the caller clearly!

The Williams PERSONAL P.A. sound enhancement system consists of either a 10 channel (externally switchable) base station transmitter or a 1 channel (non-switchable) base station transmitter and any number of 1, 4 or 6 channel personal beltpack receivers. Components are compatible with most brands of sound enhancement equipment.

QUICK FACTS!
- 1, 4 or 6 Channel Receivers
- 1 or 6 Channel Externally Switchable Transmitter
- Line Level Input (RCA - Monaural)
- Microphone Level Input (1/8" Mini - Monaural)
- 300 to 500 Feet Range
- Receivers Use 9 Volt Batteries

1-800-445-7398
Come visit the largest website for information on Square & Round Dance Music & Sound Systems! 100% Secure Shopping! Single Click™ Convenience!
100% Secure Online Shopping
www.Dosado.com/Music
• **NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES**
  RWH-903-CD 4-SONG SING-A-LONG - Vol. #3
  RWH-902-CD 4-SONG SING-S-LONG - Vol. #2
  RWH-217 – THAT LUCKY OLD SUN by Larry
  RWH-216 – SHE’S CRAZY FOR LEAVIN’ by Steve

• **NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES**
  BUC-1266 – CANDY KISSES by Dennis

• **NEW HOEDOWNS**
  BUC-1518 – SYNCOPATED SPOONS by Jim

• **NEW ROUND DANCES**
  RWH-817 – HONKY TONK ANGELS by Mike Seurer

• **NEW SING-A-LONG CD - MUSIC & VOCALS**
  RWH-901-CD 4 SONG SING-A-LONG - Vol. #1
    1. Hey Good Lookin’
    2. Take These Chains From My Heart
    3. Making Believe
    4. Rocky Top

  RWH-902-CD 4 SONG SING-A-LONG - Vol. #2
    1. The Key’s In The Mailbox
    2. I’ll Leave This World Lovin’ You
    3. Baby, We’re Really In Love
    4. Am I Blue

Dick Waibel Enterprises
6168 North Stockdale Drive, Fresno, CA 93722-3230
Voice: 559-275-7076 – FAX: 559-275-8119
E-mail: producer@rawhide-records.com
Visit Our Web Site: rawhide-records.com
Please extend my subscription for another year

1 Year (12 Issues)

USA $27.50*
CANADA $35.00
FOREIGN $92.50** USPS First Class Mail
$69.50** USPS Surface Mail

*Florida Residents add 7% sales tax
**Foreign subscription rate applies to most countries - price subject to change due to international postal rates.
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Send to: ASD, 34 E. Main Street, Apopka, FL 32703
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CALLERLAB
International Association of Square Dance Callers
Established in 1974

• World wide dance programs
• Membership of over 2,000 callers (U.S., Canada and 15 foreign countries)
• Convention once a year
callers from all over the world discuss the activity
see what is going on in other parts of the world
get better understanding of the Square Dance Activity
interest sessions for all callers and their partners
individual voice sessions
social gatherings
• Full line of publications for the beginner caller and the accomplished caller
• Scholarship programs
• Association Affiliate membership available
equipment insurance
liability insurance
education grants

For further information contact:
Jerry Reed, Executive Director
467 Forrest Avenue, Suite 118, Cocoa, FL. 32922
TEL: 321-639-0039; FAX: 321-639-0851
E-mail: CALLERLAB@aol.com; On The Web: www.callerlab.org

ARON’S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
8974 East Huntington Drive, San Gabriel, CA 91775 • Ph: 626-285-8544
E-mail aronsquare@earthlink.net www.aronssquaredanceshopandpatterns.com

For the Home Sewer, send $2.00 for our New Catalog of our
Patterns for Skirts, Blouses, Vests, Aprons & Dresses.
Come by our booth at the
National Square Dance Convention.
We will have Souvenir Badges with Rhinestones
and the New National Directory,
Men’s Towels and Jewelry,
Magnetic Badge Holders and Lots More.

NEW LINE OF FASHIONS

CALIFORNIA
ARON’S Square Dance Shop
8974 East Huntington Drive
San Gabriel, CA 91775
626-285-8544 Shop
E-mail: aronsquare@earthlink.net
www.aronssquaredanceshopandpatterns.com

SQUARE D FASHIONS
5821 Auburn Blvd Ste 5
Sacramento CA 95841-1207
(916) 344-0346

MASSACHUSETTS
MEG SIMKINS
119 Allen St
Hamden MA 01036
(413) 566-3349
Everything for
Square Dancers
Send for our
free catalog.

WASHINGTON
PETTICOAT JUNCTION
14523 Highway 99 #1
Lynnwood WA 98037
(800) 344-3262
www.petticoatjct.com
e-mail: petticoatjct@juno.com
Describe it, we’ll find it!

Order from these shops!

Searching for Square and Round Dance Clothing?
Bill & JoAnn Boyd began as round dancers and after two years found the enjoyment of Square Dancing. Square and Round Dancing has been a large part of their lives for the past fifteen years. By many standards this is not many years, by some a long time. Bill and JoAnn with their son, Randy, own a printing and publishing business in Apopka, Florida and decided to dedicate the resources to promoting this recreational activity to the best of their abilities. A few years ago they purchased *Bow & Swing* the Florida State Square and Round Dance Magazine. *Bow & Swing* is recognized as one of the best and most imaginative Square Dance Magazines in the United States. Bill and JoAnn believe that they are not selling or promoting Square and Round Dancing — they are selling fun! They believe that this country is ready for a rebirth of family fun and recreation. They believe that this country is ready for Square and round dancing to be a part of that recreation.

This belief has led us to work with Ed and Pat Juaire to bring about the purchase of American SquareDance Magazine. Ed and Pat have promised to work with us so we can continue to produce a quality monthly magazine easily and readily accepted by dancers, callers, cuers and prompters worldwide. Bill Gates of Microsoft has a company motto, “We set the standard.” We certainly hope that American Square Dance Magazine sets the standard. We hope to attract new readers and continue the growth and standards set by Ed and Pat. We hope that you find our Editorials informative, thought provoking and fun to read. Most of all we look forward to many happy years. See you in a square.

**Moving to Florida?**

**Subscribe to Bow and Swing Now!**

(A shameless plug for our other magazine)

- □ ONE YEAR $15.00
- □ TWO YEARS $25.00

(Outside the U.S. Add $2.00)

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________ APT OR LOT ____________________________

CITY ____________________________

STATE ____________________________ ZIP ____________________________

PLEASE CHECK: □ NEW  □ RENEWAL  □ ADDRESS CHANGE ONLY

MAIL TO: BOW & SWING, 34 E. MAIN ST., APOPKA, FLORIDA 32703
Response To Magazine Criticism

There have been articles in magazines in the last few months that seem to assign responsibility for troubles in square dancing to the creation of dance programs. Since the program identifications accepted by nearly everyone, worldwide, were established by Callerlab, that seems to make them the "bad guys." I'd like to say a few words in their defense.

The first program identification was done by a Gold Ribbon committee established by Sets in Order magazine in 1969. The programs were named "Basic" and "Extended" and a lot of clubs and callers adopted them. In 1973 another division of square dance calls into programs was undertaken by a group in New England with the name Square Dance Systems, Inc. Their listing divided 400 calls into eight programs. In 1975 The New England Caller magazine published a reprint of an article from a Western New York publication that identified the division of square dancers into seven levels of proficiency. They were described including both the number of calls and the extent of choreographic variation.

In an article I read some time ago a person was quoted as saying that any growing activity will segment. In the 1960's and 1970's our activity was growing fiercely. It should come as no surprise that the eager and more experienced people had found ways to separate themselves from the newer and less eager. There were closed clubs, dances at the barns and "high level" clubs. There were "hot hash" dances and "club level" dances. Club level depended entirely on which club and which caller. Callerlab didn't identify the Mainstream list of calls until the spring of 1975. The division of the dancer population had already taken place by then. All we did was win world-wide acceptance of a system we could all agree on.

One recent article also says "that the majority of callers [and] dancers . . . had many new movements shoved down their throats month after month and quarter after quarter during the 1970s and 1980s." This comment is based on bad history. The flood of new calls had begun by 1960. In the first publication of Burleson's Encyclopedia in 1970 he listed 1642 calls. The flood of new calls did continue until the early 1990's but the trouble they caused for dancers was sharply curtailed by the Callerlab management system. Between 1977 and 1982 Burleson added 1842 calls to his Encyclopedia. During that period Callerlab had selected twenty-three calls as Quarterly Selections for use by callers and dancers who wanted to experiment with new calls. Only eight of them had been written after 1977. Included in the twenty-three were Ferris Wheel, Pass the Ocean, Chain Down the Line and Extend. Seven others are currently on the Plus list. (It's worth noting that all of these calls are also included on the ACA international one floor program.)

At the first Callerlab Convention 1974 a petition was presented signed by 4100 New England dancers asking the new organization to "take the necessary steps to (1) Establish a nationwide list of 75 basics; (2) Establish a list or lists beyond the 75 basics whereby a club can identify itself or a specific dance for the benefit of the dancer. The list or lists to be reviewed periodically. (3) Set up a means of screening new calls for presentation to the square dance movement; (4) Limit the number of calls introduced each month or year." Within the next five years Callerlab had responded effectively to each of these requests from the dancers.

Jim Mayo — April 7, 2003
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Hi American SquareDance:
I have been working with a teen group for the past year or so. It started out as a "family dance group" but has evolved into a "young-middle aged" teen group. If we are lucky we get about two squares. The organizing couple has been frustrated by the fact that the Church Hall that we dance at is not available regularly and our group sometimes is not allowed to use the hall at the last minute. I suggested that they contact the local Co-operative Extension Office (4H) to see if they would be interested in sponsoring the teens as a part of 4H. Not only was the Co-operative Extension Office hugely interested, they have offered to give the group a hall every Friday night at no charge! It will also be publicized in the 4H catalogue as a part of their many programs for youth. But this is not the end of the story.

One of the local callers has a square dance beginners' class at the present time and in this class are 4 or 5 "home schooled" youth. Our teen group invited them to come over and "bring a friend". The brought 10 other youth last night. Six of them were from a family of 13 kids who are all home schooled!! So I actually have 2 "winning ways" stories:

1. The Co-operative Extension Program in our area is crying for new ideas and ways to attract youth to their programs. Perhaps those of us who are trying to work with youth square dance programs should look into this.

2. The "home school" youth market is huge with thousands of kids in this area alone. These are the kids that would be interested in square dancing as they don't have to deal with peer pressure in their public schools. As far as I know, this market is "untapped" as far as youth square dancing is concerned, and these are the type of kids who might enjoy this sort of thing.

Mike Callahan

Clip Art on CD-ROM from ASD
More than 2600 images Color and Black & White
ONLY $49.95 (Includes shipping in U.S.A.)
See page 15 for ordering information.
Listen To The Jingle Of The Ice Cream Bell

Summertime...and the living is easy. We enjoy the sounds of summer, don’t we? Is this a sweet familiar sound or a bitter sweet sound? For many in different parts of the country the sound reflects different meanings. The snowbirds have flown north from the warm winter havens in Texas, Arizona and Florida and have arrived at their summer home. They are anxious to dance with their home club and enjoy telling of their winter dancing. Are the home clubs still dancing? Some will find that their club has folded due to lack of membership. What has happened to all the club members that were left to take care of the home club while they were away for the winter? The home clubs have a bitter sweet winter. Sometimes there are very few members to run the club and you will find many of these have grown tired of trying to hold it together, while the traveling members are in the warm, sunny dance havens. If you are lucky enough to have home club members that are dedicated to the activity and who keep the home club active you will be enjoying the sweet familiar sounds of summer. We will encourage you to express your sincere THANKS to those who have worked so diligently to keep the home club active with new dancers and have kept the membership active in enjoying their club activities. Now it’s time for you to show a sincere concern for your home club with your support in taking an active part in all the activities and lending a helping hand in all summer activities. Make the sounds of summer a sweet familiar sound for you and your home club membership & caller.

The folks who haven’t had a chance to get away for the winter are ready to travel during the summer months. What does that do for your club and callers? Does your club close for the summer? Does your caller travel or are they part of the snowbird movement each year? Who...
CALLERLAB ACCREDITED CALLER COACHES ARE BEST FOR YOUR CLINIC OR SCHOOL

ACCREDITATION ASSURES KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Callers</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paul Bristow</td>
<td>286 Long Dr., Ruislip, England H4A 0HZ, 011 44 20 8845 5073</td>
<td>011 44 20 8845 5073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Carroll-Jones</td>
<td>1523 Bluebonnet Trail, Arlington, TX 76013, 817 469-1179</td>
<td>817 469-1179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Cole</td>
<td>3302 N 500 W, Marion, IN 46952, 765 384 7089</td>
<td>765 384 7089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed Foote</td>
<td>140 McCandless Dr., Wexford, PA 15090, 724-935-2734</td>
<td>724-935-2734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengt Geloff</td>
<td>PO Box 20034, S-400 50 Gothenburg, Sweden, 011 46 31 260029</td>
<td>011 46 31 260029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betsy Gotta</td>
<td>2 Laurel Pl., North Brunswick, NJ 08902, 732-249-2086</td>
<td>732-249-2086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Henze</td>
<td>3926 S Mission Oaks Dr., Chattanooga, TN 37412, 423-867-2225</td>
<td>423-867-2225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Jacobs</td>
<td>PO Box 2555, Flemington, NJ 08822, 908 284 0432</td>
<td>908 284 0432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Jones</td>
<td>1523 Bluebonnet Trail, Arlington, TX 76013, 817-469-1179</td>
<td>817-469-1179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Junck</td>
<td>908 Brooke Dr., Wayne, NE 68787, 402-375-2420</td>
<td>402-375-2420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Kaltenenthal</td>
<td>PO Box 679, Pocono Pines, PA 18350, 570-646-2945</td>
<td>570-646-2945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorenz Kuhlee</td>
<td>Hofaeckerstrasse 38, 76139 Karlsruhe, Germany, +49-721-678191</td>
<td>+49-721-678191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Lescrinier</td>
<td>1720 W. Arrow Hwy, #83, Upland, CA 91786, 909-981-0230</td>
<td>909-981-0230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Mallard</td>
<td>222 Stillwater Dr., Saskatoon, SK Canada, S7J 4A4, 306-374-6250</td>
<td>306-374-6250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Mayo</td>
<td>PO Box 367, Hampstead, NH 03841, 603-329-5492</td>
<td>603-329-5492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Oxendine</td>
<td>2640 Goldeneye Ridge, Sumter, SC 29150, 803-469-0495</td>
<td>803-469-0495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy Page</td>
<td>43 Starr Ave. Unit 8, Danbury, CT 06811, 203-794-0053</td>
<td>203-794-0053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaughn Parrish</td>
<td>Rt. 2 Parrish Rd., Berthoud, CO 80513, 303-772-5118</td>
<td>303-772-5118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenny Reese</td>
<td>Freidrich-Ebert-Str 11 6, 64347 Griesheim, Germany +49 (0)6155-628 6046</td>
<td>+49 (0)6155-628 6046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria Rios Roth</td>
<td>Clementsport, NS, Canada, BOS 1E0, 902-638-8035</td>
<td>902-638-8035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Saunders</td>
<td>101 Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32159, 904-428-1496</td>
<td>904-428-1496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Stevens</td>
<td>Dillweissensteinstr 57, 75180 Pforzheim, Germany, 07231-766704</td>
<td>07231-766704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Williamson</td>
<td>52 Crest Dr., Greenville, TN 37745, 423-638-7784</td>
<td>423-638-7784</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pays the bill when the dancers are gone? We have found that if the club, no matter where they are located, votes to close for the summer months, it is very hard to get them back into the habit of dancing when they return. The problem is the club cannot maintain without the cash flow coming in during the summer.

All the above happens in reverse in the winter square dance states. In Florida, Arizona and Texas a lot of the dancers and callers disappear in the summer as they go back to their homes or back to a summer place in the mountains in North Carolina. What happens to all these clubs in the summer?

Basically this is what happens:
1. They decide to dance as often as the finances allow.
2. They close down for two or three months.
3. They dance every other week or once a month.

For those dancers not fortunate enough to be able to travel for weeks at a time in the summer will they be fortunate enough to hold the club together for the summer. There are many activities and theme party nights clubs can have during the warm summer months. Some of them are:

1. Luau
2. Beach Party
3. Ice Cream Social
4. Club Picnic
5. Casual T-shirt Night
6. 4th July Party/Patriot Dance/Christmas in July
7. Vacation/travel party theme

It isn't easy, but it can be a summer filled with sweet summer sounds. Think about the words to Summer Sounds, "Listen To The Jingle Of The Ice Cream Bell", and make your club that special club that all will be anxious to dance with during the summertime or anytime for that matter.
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On The Record
SQUARS

Tom Rudebock
4551 Grafton Rd, Leetonia OH 44431
330-427-6358 – rudebts@sky-access.com

TITLE - Label  ARTIST

Waitin’ For The Robert E Lee (BS2461)  Jerry Story
A bright Dixieland sound on this re-release of an old Blue Star hit that was out of print. This one will keep the dancers moving and smiling. Key change in closer. Hds (Sds) Square Thru, R & L Thru, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Half Tag, Scoot Back, Hinge & Balance, Scoot Back, Swing Corner, Promenade.

Casting My Lasso (CRC158)  Matt Asanuma
Guitar and banjo share the lead with a steady rhythm track. About half way up the energy scale. Hds (Sds) Square Thru, DoSaDo, Swing Thru, Boys Trade, Boys Run, Chain Down the Line, Pass the Ocean, Recycle, Swing Corner, Promenade.

I Wrote A Song (Esp 322)  Tom Miller
A nice mix of banjo, steel and guitar with some background fill. A bright happy sound that will have the dancers smile as they sing along. Energetic music. (Pass the Ocean is missing on the cue sheet). Hds (Sds) Square Thru, DoSaDo, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Bend the Line, R & L Thru, Pass the Ocean, Recycle, Swing Corner, Promenade.

This Country’s Rockin (GMP1011)  Lone Blume
A mover. Piano stylings ala Jerry Lee Lewis, with some good guitar licks and a good solid drum bet. Pushing the top on the energy scale. Hds (Sds) Square Thru, DoSaDo, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Bend the Line, R & L Thru, Flutterwheel, Slide Thru, Swing Corner, Promenade.

Garden Party (SIR 1001)  Soren Christensen

Valley Of Love (SNW1101)  Kenny Reese
Fiddle and guitar with an electric keyboard all blended to create a smooth sound. Energetic with that come and dance feel. Hd (Sd) Ladies Chain, Hds (Sds) Lead Left, Veer Right, Boys Trade, Girls Run, Chain Down the Line, Flutterwheel, Slide Thru, Swing Corner, Promenade.
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A Teenager In Love (SIR330)  

Paul Bristow  
50’S Style. Guitar, piano, fiddle, steel, and drums. Key change in closer. Available as an MP3 download. Hds (Sds) Square Thru, DoSaDo, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Couples Circulate, Chain Down the Line, Pass the Ocean, All 8 Circulate, Swing Corner, Promenade.

Walkin In Memphis (SIR408)  

Robert Bjoerck  
Piano, a smooth fiddle, and guitar in a gentle number with just enough percussion. Harmonize the tag lines. Available as an MP3. Key change. Hds (Sds) Pass Thru, Cloverleaf, Square Thru 3, Single Circle to a Wave, Acey Deucy, Boys Run, Bend the Line, Grand Swing Thru, Girls Fold, Peel the Top, Swing Corner, Promenade.

Love Is The Best Thing (MM116)  

Tom Wallace  
Guitar and piano provide the lead with a smooth electronic keyboard background. Pleasant, mellow, danceable. Hds (Sds) Square Thru, DoSaDo, Swing Thru, Spin the Top, R & L Thru, Square Thru 3, Swing Corner, Promenade.

People Like Me (Sir 320)  

Paul Bristow  
An upbeat tempo with a harmonica, steel fiddle, and guitar with a steady rhythm track. Key change in closer. MP3 available. Hds (Sds) Promenade half, Pass the Ocean, Extend, Girls Trade, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Half Tag, Split Circulate, Scoot Back, Swing Corner, Promenade.

Little Rock (SIR604)  

Jack Borgstrom  
Fiddle, steel, bass, and piano with drums in an upbeat tune. It will get the dancers movin’. Key change in closer. Also available as an MP3. Hds (Sds) Promenade Half, Square Thru, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Ferris Wheel, Centers Veer Left, Cross Fire, Walk & Dodge, Swing Corner, Promenade.
HOEDOWNS ON VINYL

Macarena Hoedown/Turkey In The Straw BS2462

Macarena Hoedown is a take of the Macarena line dance. A different sound and mix to add variety to your dance. Turkey In The Straw; a little fiddle, a little piano, a little banjo and add some percussion and it adds up to a bright sound to this old traditional number.

Sweet ‘N’ Sour/Lemon Drops SNW504

Sweet ‘n’ Sour has a minor sound. Haunting strings with a good steady beat. Lemon Drops is a bright electronic happy sound. A let’s dance feel. Both useable.

CD’s

Dream Lover (DR1013) Mark Clausing/Cindy Whitaker

Things Buddy Weaver

Dream Lover; Piano, fiddle & guitar with a driving beat in an old 50’s hit. Long on energy. This will get the dancers up and moving, Good Harmony spots. Hds (Sds) Square Thru, DoSaDo, Swing Thru, Boys Trade, Boys Run, Bend the Line, Pass thru, Chase Right, Swing Corner, Promenade.

Things; A piano with a fiddle, guitar, steel and steady percussion with some good background fill to add spice. Add some harmony for more variety. Hds (Sds) Square Thru, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Girls Trade, Ferris Wheel, Zoom, Swing Thru, Scoot Back, Swing Corner, Promenade.

Gone With The Wind (7C’S211CD) David Cox

Guitar, a rolling banjo, piano, and fiddle with a bass well mixed makes for an active tune. 3 tracks. Instrumental, vocal and harmony. Available as an MP3. Hds (Sds) Square Thru, Pass thru, Face In, Pass thru, Tag the Line, Cloverleaf, Double Pass Thru, Centers In, Cast Off, Slide thru, Left Allemande, Swing Corner, Promenade.

We Got Love (RHY202CD) Mike Seastrom

Steel, guitar, fiddle, and keyboard weaving in and out and sharing the lead for an energetic country sound. Good bass beat with a touch of percussion. Hds (Sds) Square Thru, DoSaDo, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Couples Circulate, Ferris Wheel, Double Pass Thru, Leaders Trade, Swing corner, Promenade.

CUE SHEET MAGAZINE

A Great Source For Cue Sheets

12 Issues Per Year - Subscription Rates
$34.00 USA via Presorted Mail - $47.00 Canada via First Class
$51.00 Foreign via Printed Matter Surface Mail (Europe only)

4015 Maple St., San Diego, CA 92154
Phone: 619-690-4361 • Fax: 619-690-4016
http://www.cuesheetmagazine.net • E-mail
cute cuer@mailcity.com • cute cuer@earthlink.net
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City Of New Orleans (TKR002CD)  
Dave Tucker  
Guitar, xylophone, steel, and harmonica with a rhythm track. Listen, you can hear the train coming into the depot. Hds (Sds) Promenade Half, Pass the Ocean, Extend, Swing Thru., Boys Trade, Turn Thru, Allemande Left, Weave the Ring, Swing Corner, Promenade.

Saturday Night (MGR2441CD)  
Fred Beem  
Accordian and xylophone with a touch of percussion put together in a happy smooth mix. Note: Has an 80 beat figure. Hds (Sds) Promenade Half, R & L Thru, Sds (Hds) Square Thru, DoSaDo, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Bend the Line, R & L Thru, Flutterwheel, Slide Thru, Swing Corner, Promenade.

I Am The Dreamer (RIV124CD)  
Bob Ellins  
Guitar, keyboard, steel, harmonica, and drums in a simple melody recorded in 3 keys. There is an advanced call in the figure. Hds (Sds) R & L Thru, Crosstrail Thru Around One, Make a Line, Star Thru, DoSaDo, Swing Thru, Spin the Top, Square Thru 3, Swing Corner, Promenade.

Oh What A Lonesome Life It's Been (TKR003)  
Barry Wooten  
Guitar, xylophone, harmonica, and piano share the lead and fill. A smooth string background. Hds (Sds) Square Thru, DoSaDo, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Bend the Line, R & L Thru, Square Thru 3, Swing Corner, Promenade.

Poppa Loved Mama (OPCD10)  
Carl Kaye  

Southern Nights (OPCD13)  
Rick Hassell  

My Shoes Keep Walking Back To You (OPCD14)  
Phil Howell  
Piano, fiddle, guitar, bass and steel with steady percussion in a rolling number. Recorded in 2 keys. MP3 available. Hds (Sds) Square Thru, DoSaDo to a Wave, Ladies Trade, Recycle, Star Thru, R & L Thru, Square Thru 3, Swing Corner Promenade.

Redneck Girl (OPCD16)  
Brenda Ackerson  
Piano, electronic keyboard, guitar, and steel with a solid rhythm track. 2 keys. MP3 available. 4 Girls Promenade, Swing Partner, Hds (Sds) Square Thru, Split the Sds (Hds), Around One to a Line, Star Thru, California, Twirl, Swing corner, Promenade.
CD HOEDOWNS

**Best Old Coon Dog/Old Time Medley**  
BMV3060CD  
Best Old Coon Dog – strictly traditional with a fiddle, banjo and bass. Old Time Medley – Bluegrass flavored medley with a rolling banjo, guitar, fiddle and bass. Extended play.

**Walk Around Hoedown/Walk Around Hoedown 2/ Banjo Banjo**  
STCD2025  
Walk Around Hoedown 1 & 2 are the same tunes, different arrangements. Both have a banjo and guitar with a strong bass beat. Banjo Banjo features some good banjo pickin’ with a piano and bass.

**Ginny/Ginnyville/Bluegrass Breakdown (Pioneer 5022CD)**  
Brian Hotckies  
Ginny has a guitar a piano and a wood block in a rhythm hoedown. Ginnyville is another arrangement featuring a rolling banjo. Bluegrass Breakdown is another arrangement with the addition of a fiddle. Brian call some interesting mainstream on the last track.

**Giddy Up Sam/Pretty Palomino (Square L 603CD)**  
Both are traditional sounding hoedowns with a guitar, fiddle and bass.  

**Breeze/Caribbean Angels (Pioneer 5019CD)**  
Breeze has a guitar, piano steel and banjo in a bright perky number. Caribbean Angels is an electronic sound that reminds you of the tropics.

**MP3**  
Vic Kaaria/Mike Seastrom  
Electric keyboard, guitar, bass and piano with a touch of percussion in a relaxed style. Hds (Sds) Square Thru, DoSaDo, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Ferris Wheel, Pass Thru, Tch 1/4, Scoot Back, Swing Corner, Promenade

Another busy month for the producers. Looking forward to meeting and seeing many of you in Oklahoma City at the Nationals.  
Many thanks to Ed & Pat Juaire for the fine job they did as Editors and we want to wish the Boyd’s success as they assume the editorship.  
Until next month have FUN Dancing and put FUN in your dances.
If It's On TV, It Must Be Real

Television has come a long way these past few years since the inception of "Reality Shows." But before the reality shows, we were able to enjoy a host of programming that will live within our minds forever.

Mr. Rogers has left the neighborhood, Dan Rather is talking about retirement, and many people still can't fill the void left by the departure of Seinfeld. There is hope, you can still catch The Munsters, The Brady Bunch and The Andy Griffith Show on "TV Land" each night if that will lift your spirits.

But now we are inundated with reality shows such as "Survivor," "The Bachelor," "Joe Millionaire," "The Bachlorette," and they now have a show called "Are You Hot?" There leaves little room for the imagination these days when it comes to television. Gone are the innocent days, when we would turn on the TV and actually never question what happened on certain shows. I mean, didn't every housewife wear pearls while she vacuumed, just like Donna Reed? And we even had to get up to change the channel, how's that for dedication?

The reality of today's modern western square dancing is one we live with all the time. Most of us realize that some things aren't going to change. Callers on the Internet are going to write email after email debating how to correctly do a certain call, or how far left to the left a dancer has to be positioned to react to something, and important things like that.

Square Dance classes will be small, or non existent. It is refreshing to see some areas of the country doing well with beginner classes. But the reality of it is that despite our efforts, we will just have to carry on until something happens. What that is? Who knows. I have heard suggestions that perhaps the entire square dance activity needs to die completely and be reborn as something else. I doubt that will ever happen, but a renaissance would be nice.

Perhaps it's time we started concentrating on the positive our activity brings to people and their lives as opposed to all the negative. Haven't we all heard enough about the size of classes, clubs folding, callers calling too fast, too hard, not teaching properly etc? Just take a look around your own area, I am sure you will find positive stories dealing with clubs or individuals.

Despite all of our efforts, square dancing isn't going to return to the boom years of the 50's, 60's and 70's. So, instead of wishing for what was, let's look to what is and what could be. The square dance activity is living its own "Reality TV," and while it is nice to think back and remember the good Ole TV shows we enjoyed, current "programming" offers us a wide selection of viewing. We
don’t have to turn on the TV to see reality within our beloved dance community. We live it all the time, the good, the bad and the ugly.

Trying to solve the current scenario within the activity is like trying to picture Donna Reed on the “Are You Hot Show.” It doesn’t work in today’s environment. So, instead of thinking about solutions all the time, enjoy what actually is. If you haven’t attended a National Square Dance Convention in many years, or ever, then go and enjoy yourself. There might not be as many dancers there as ten years ago, but guess what? You won’t be the only one in a square! If you haven’t attended a local convention or festival, or you haven’t driven more than 50 miles to a neighboring dance club, then go and do it.

Perhaps it’s time we “thought out of the box” with our behavior towards this great activity of ours. Maybe it is time we did something different. Television Programming can help bring back those old shows for our enjoyment. Our minds can help relive the great memories we have of our time through the years of dancing. But, we CAN create “new TV Shows/memories” by thinking out of the box. By supporting another club, by helping out with the local association, by going with another couple to a dance or festival that might be further out than you normally venture.

Do something different! Lead and others will follow. What have you got to lose?

Yes, TV is a wonderful invention, perhaps too good. But we can program our attitudes without the help of a remote control. We can do it ourselves and it can begin with each and every one of us.

So, ask yourself, what’s on TV tonight in your house? Ken Ritucci
The Common Bond of Square Dancers

Before starting this month's ACA Viewpoint, the Board of Directors and the members of the American Callers' Association would like to express its thanks to Ed and Pat Juaire, the former owners of American Square Dance magazine for allowing ACA to publish literature in American Square Dance. You will be missed by all, and we wish both of you happiness, health and success. At the same time, ACA would like to welcome Mr. Bill Boyd, the editor of the Florida square dance publication Bow N Swing and the new owner of American Square Dance Magazine and wish him good luck in this new venture. Also ACA also pledges its continuous support to American Square Dance magazine.

The American Callers' Association in its attempt to be of service to all callers, dancers, and associations provided current, timely, and effective information on new dancer recruitment, winning ways to retain club dancers, and pitfalls to drive square dancers away for most of 2001, 2002, and 2003. ACA really appreciates the positive comments, encouragement to continue, and contributions from callers and dancers all over the country and from abroad to continue these initiatives. ACA will continue to provide information that will help the square dance community recruit, retain and retrieve square dancers as well as encourage the dancers to speak out on the cumbersome dance programs.

This month’s ACA Viewpoint discusses the common bond of square dancers that all dancers should be able to hold. Whenever, a person is identified as a square dancer, he or she often attempts to invite people to try square dancing. The square dancer is often asked about the values and the traditions of square dancing. The prospect might ask or think: “Why should I become a square dancer?” “What would I gain from square dancing?” In my own experience as a dancer for 35 years and as a caller for 30 years, I can remember many instances in which I had received such questions from friends and acquaintances. I have often strived to answer such questions about the benefits of square dancing.

Often we answer such questions with “fun, friendship, and fellowship” of square dancing. We can cite the history of square dancing in what it means to people now and to people two-hundred years ago and one-hundred years ago often mentioning some of the prominent people who square danced. We often attempt to draw attention to the many new friendship opportunities of square dancing and cite the many wonderful friends

Have you Yellow Rocked your partner today?
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that we all made. Even the non-dancing social gatherings enjoyed by square dancers and their families are a significant part of the square dancing equation.

If we look around at other organizations, all of these benefits are not unique to square dancing. Other social, civic and religious organizations provide many such opportunities for benefits that square dancers enjoy. At this time of the decline in square dancing, I sometimes become disillusioned because I can never provide a convincing statement that would explain the one quality benefit most central to square dancing. Often I feel that I fail to present a convincing summation of square dancing values and benefits. “What is it that sets square dancing apart from other groups?”

The answer to this question is not evident unless one looks into a square of new student dancers. If we look at them in lessons, we see laughing, fun and a beaming sense of accomplishment. Still, these are not the elements that set square dancing apart from other activities. Upon looking at the square of new dancers several times, I finally found the answer to my question. Student dancers all share “EQUALITY” which is the most vital element in our beloved square dancing, as well as is required to ensure continuation and prospering of square dancing.

When a person enters the hall for a square dance lesson, all the cares and woes that accompany life in the outside world disappear from his/her memory. Each square dance student dances with seven others in a square in full and complete harmony. It matters little their business, education, wealth, or profession. At this point, the person is a square dancer and all else disappears, as the dancers are united in the square following the patter by the caller.

It can be argued that the sum of the
history and the social benefits of square dancing, powerful as they are, pale in importance to the “EQUALITY” of each new student dancer having fun in the square. Perhaps, this is why so many people drop out of square dance classes, stop dancing right after graduation, and are lost to our community. Perhaps, it is a reason why square dancing is in decline. Perhaps, the various programs of competency drive new dancers away because the EQUALITY among square dancers is the one element that unites all square dancers. Perhaps, we have taken EQUALITY away from dancers after they graduate from classes by our more difficult dance programs.

ACA recognizes that the long period of lessons equates to earning a Masters of Business Administration from a university. Its international one floor program can be taught in as little as 16 weeks, reduces the stress on the dancers and callers alike and encourages dancing associations to reject the mainstream plus stress and segregation of dancers and return square dancing to EQUALITY. ACA further recognizes that the cumbersome mainstream/plus dance program is helping to decrease the number of square dancers as it destroys EQUALITY, which appears to be the central uniting bond of square dancers. All else is commentary. The bottom line is that if we as callers, dancers and leaders take away EQUALITY, it will seriously damage square dancing. All square dancers should be able to feel the EQUALITY of square dancing, and EQUALITY will help square dancing grow and prosper.

Any individual, club, caller, or association who wishes to communicate his/her opinions on this subject is encouraged to contact the American Callers’ Association or Patrick Demerath.

Until next time, Happy Dancing.
I had the opportunity to do a one-day workshop in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada in early March. It was sponsored by a group of dance leaders whose interest is developing the Community Dance Program in their area. What a great team of individuals it was that set up and executed the whole day program. With a grant from the Imperial Oil Limited Corporation they have organized and conducted a most extensive program of CDP dancing both in the hands-on workshop and a wonderful text of dances which they have created. The name of their new book is: “Dancing For Fun” and is a handbook of original dances, easy to follow format with definitions, cues and instructions with suggested music, suitable for use at public or private parties. It can be ordered from:

Jim New
#102 - 100 Foxhaven Drive,
Sherwood Park, AB, T8A 6B6
Canada
$20.00 Can. Plus postage & handling

The EASY LEVEL Pages this month will feature the following dances and routines from the aforementioned book; “Dancing For Fun”.

**ACHY BREAKY HEART**
By Hope Pennock

**Formation:** Everyone seated

**Music:** “Achy Breaky Heart” - Billy Ray Cyrus-Mercury 866 522-7

**Routine:**

Intro:

Wait 16 beats

Beats

1. 32 CLAP HANDS
2. 8 STAMP FEET ALTERNATELY
3. 8 SHAKE RAISED HANDS FLAPPER STYLE
4. 16 TAP HANDS ON KNEES 4 TIMES,
    CLAP 4 TIMES
    REPEAT
5. 32 REPEAT #2 TO #4
6. 8 STAMP 8
7. 8 SHAKE 8
8. 16 CLAP NEIGHBOR’S HANDS 4 TIMES
   CLAP 4 TIMES (Neighbor on either side!)
   REPEAT
9. 64 STAND AND REPEAT # 6 TO #8 TWO MORE TIMES
10. WALK LINE OF DANCE AND REPEAT # 6 TO #8 UNTIL MUSIC ENDS

Next is a little polka dance called

**HEEL AND TOE POLKA CIRCLE DANCE**

*By Dave Patterson*

**Formation:** Circle of couples facing LOD, lady on man’s right, varsouvienne position - man stands to L of lady, both LH & RH touching at shoulder level, man’s R arm behind lady’s shoulders. All start LF

**Music:** Any consistently phrased polka music

**Routine:**

1. 8 HEEL, TOE, & POLKA
   LEFT & RIGHT Touch L heel diag fwd, touch L toe to RF, step LF to L side, step R toe to LF, step LF to L side; **Repeat**
   opposite feet;
2. 8 REPEAT #1
3. 8 4 FORWARD POLKA Step LF fwd, close R toe to LF, step LF fwd; Step RF fwd, close L toe to RF, step RF fwd; **Repeat**;
4. 8 CIRCLE AWAY AND
   4 polka, men circle L, ladies R to varsouvienne.
   **TOGETHER**

Following is a unique square dance.

**MACHO MAN SQUARE DANCE**

*By Al Deby*

**Formation:** 4 couples in a square formation, lady on man’s R, couple #1 with back to music, couple #2 to their right, couple #3 opposite #1, couple #4 opposite #2. Partner’s hands joined when possible.

**Music:** “Macho Man” - Lou Mac LM 212 Wait 16 beats

**Routine:**

**Intro:** Wait 16 beats

1. 16 LADIES 1/2 GRAND SQUARE Men are stationary, ladies walk 4 fwd, turn 1/4 L, walk 4 bwd, turn 1/4 R, walk 4 bwd, turn 1/4 L, walk 4 fwd;
2. 16 MEN 1/2 GRAND SQUARE Ladies are stationary, men walk 4 fwd, turn 1/4 R, walk 4 bwd, turn 1/4 L, walk 4 bwd, turn 1/4 R, walk 4 fwd;
3. 8 DOSADO Pass R shoulders, step to R, back up to place;
4. 8 HEEL TOE, SIDE, Hands joined, touch L heel diag. fwd, touch CLOSE SIDE, IN L toe to RF, step LF to L side, close RF to HEEL TOE, SIDE, LF, step LF to L side;
   **CLOSE SIDE, OUT Repeat opposite feet**;
   (Ladies start R heel);
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5. 8 REPEAT #4

6. 8 PASS BY SWING NEW PARTNER Pass R shoulders with partner, swing next person end with lady on new partner’s R and face in.

And one of the contras that is featured in the book is called the - - -

**STAR CONTRA DANCE**

*By Andy Pennock*

**Formation:** Two lines facing. man on prompter’s right, ladies on left. All start LF. 4 couples per group.

**Music:** Any consistently phrased music

**Routine:**

1. 8 **STAR RIGHT** With partner across, touch RHs, fingers pointing up, walk fwd in a full circle;

2. 8 **STAR LEFT** Repeat # 2 opp. hands;

3. 8 **FORWARD AND BACK** Walk 4 fwd, walk 4 bwd;

4. 16 **MEN SINGLE FILE** Head man (closest to music) leads his line around outside of ladies line and turns to face lady at 
   **LADIES LINE**, FOH, ladies clap:
   **#1 MAN STOPS TO FACE FIRST LADY AT FOOT**

5. 8 **2ND MAN CONTINUES** Following men turn to face other ladies, all have AND TURNS TO FACE new partners;

6. 8 **HEEL, TOE, HEEL, TOE** With partner across, hands joined, man’s LF, 
   **3 SLIDES AND STEP** touch L heel diag fwd, touch L toe to RF, Repeat.
   Step LF to L side, close RF to LF, Repeat 2 more then step LF to L side; Ladies start RF;

7. 8 **HEEL, TOE, HEEL, TOE** Repeat # 6 opposite feet.
   **3 SLIDES AND STEP**

Well, that’s it for the month of June. I sure want to wish you well with your new venture. Hope all of the above materials are in photo-copy form.

---

**Round Dance with Ralph & Joan Collipi**

July 6-9 - East Coast Round Dance Leader’s College - Salem, NH
Staff: Blackford’s & Collipi’s - Contact: Ralph & Joan Collipi
August 8-10 - Round-E-Vous Round Dance Weekend Ph. IV-VI
Hayloft Barn - Sturbridge, MA
Staff: Bill & Carol Goss, CA & Collipi’s, NH - Contact: Ralph & Joan Collipi
August 22-23 - Chesapeake Round-E-Vous Round Dance Weekend Ph. III-V
Chancellors Run Activity Center - Great Mills, MD
Staff: Collipi & Filardo - Contact: Dom & Joan Filardo
Email: domfil@mail.tqci.net - 301-862-4928

Contact: Ralph & Joan Collipi, 122 Millville St., Salem, NH 03079-2238
RVCollipi@aol.com 603-898-4604 members.aol.com/RVCollipi/index.htm

---
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A Way That Worked

In May 2002, we were asked to chair a “Growth Committee” for the North Texas Square and Round Dance Association. Our primary direction was to see if we could figure out a way to turn around the declining membership in our association. We talked to callers and dancers from all over. We asked them what had worked in their part of the country. We asked what hadn’t worked. We asked what they thought might work. We stole ideas from everyone we could find.

Our conclusion was that we had two basic problems: Recruiting and Lesson format.

Most recruiting has been done by advertising using flyers and placing advertisements or notices in periodicals. Often a club will put on a square dance demonstration in a mall or at a fair. Occasionally someone asks a friend to come take lessons. Whatever we have been doing hasn’t worked very well. In the past 20 years the number of square dancers has decreased by about two thirds.

One of the clubs in our area tried recruiting dancers one-on-one, face to face. It worked and it worked and it worked. The conclusion was that square dancers like eagles, don’t flock, you have to find them one at a time. With this in mind we began to ask clubs if we could meet with them and talk about recruiting new dancers. Notice that we didn’t talk about students — we talked about new dancers. We think they need to perceive themselves as dancers from the very beginning.

The plan called for the club to start about 7 months before lessons are scheduled to be held. They start by appointing a lesson coordinator and setting up a database of prospective new dancers. Two months before the lessons start the club sends a letter to everyone in the database, introducing the club, describing the non-square dancing activities of the club and suggesting to the prospects that getting to know the club would be fun.

Two months before lessons start the club sends an invitation to a “party night”. A party night takes on the personality of the club and can be a chili supper or salad supper or whatever. It is at this time that the prospects meet club members. The purpose of the party night is to “sell” the club, not square dancing. A month before the party night the recruiter who made the first contact calls to confirm the prospects attendance at the party. Two weeks before the party the club sends another follow-up invitation. Three days before the party the recruiter calls and offers a ride to the party.

At the party the prospects are seated with a club member who is selected because they are upbeat and positive about the club and square dancing. Ideally there are three prospective couples and one club member couple at each table – just the right number for a square. This provides for the newcomers to begin to make new friends. After eating and conversation the caller gets an experienced square up to show square dancing. Then get the new dancers up and teach them the beginning moves. In fifteen minutes they are having fun and square dancing. Sign them up for lessons before they leave.

We found that another of the prob-
lems with the way we have been recruit-
ing was getting people to commit to tak-
ing lessons for 18 to 20 weeks. To over-
come this objection we decided to offer
lessons on three consecutive Saturdays.

We begin at 9:30 in the morning and
stop at 3:30 in the afternoon. We feed
them lunch and give them refreshments
all day long. We use a different caller
each Saturday. We use the CALLER-
LAB order of teaching. We found that
callers can teach 55 to 60 Mainstream
calls in the three Saturdays. We also
found that, contrary to everything we had
been told, it does work and the new danc-
ers can go for six hours. A great majority
of new dancers in the Saturday lessons
plan are going to new dancer dances af-
after the 2nd Saturday and dancing all they
choose. To reinforce the lessons, we
asked clubs and callers to hold work-
shops before their dances.

We ask clubs to hold New Dancer
dances with calls limited to the first 40
CALLERLAB Maistream calls and a
workshop before the dance and no more
than one round between tips. The first
club to hold a New Dancer dance in Oc-
tober 2002 had 8 squares and 12 new
dancers. In February 2003 a New Dancer
dance had 27 squares and 44 new danc-
ers. The New Dancer dances focus com-
pletely on the new dancer dancing every
tip – they are the guest of honor. They
should be brought to these dances by the
club with whom they were recruited. If
you send your new dancers to New Dancer dances on their own it is a bit like
sending your girlfriend to the prom
alone, she will probably go home with
someone besides you. What does this
mean? It means cater to your new danc-
ers, take them to dances because if you
don’t they are not being stolen, you are
giving them to someone who is paying
attention to them.

We give the New Dancers a “New Dancer” dangle so they can be identified
and invited into squares by experienced
dancers. When a New Dancer dangle is
spotted, introduce yourself, ask if they
are having a good time, tell them how
glad you are that they are at your dance
and would you like to dance in our square
next tip? When they are invited into a
square and have fun, you have a new
dancer. What we are seeing is that clubs
are becoming more energized by the
great attendance of new dancers, it is a
win-win situation. These new dancers are
our future in square dancing.

Tom Rudebock

American SquareDance Has a new Email Address!
AmericanSquareDance@earthlink.net
Hilton amplifier/turntables are warranted for a full two years and all feature the following:

- Two microphone inputs
- Adjustable auxiliary input/output levels
- Tape, CD, MiniDisc, MP3 and Laptop compatible
- Balance controls for two track recording and playback
- Rugged outer carrying case with removable lid
- Line and microphone level auxiliary output jacks

Compact amplifier/mixer.

The MA-I50 is a compact powerful amplifier with four independently controlled microphone inputs and two auxiliary inputs. Ideal for use with MiniDisc, CD and tape players, laptop computers and most other signal sources. Only 6.5 pounds, and is easily carried in an attaché or laptop computer case.

A New Kind of Broom Dance

We recently attended a graduation dance where the caller announced that the next dance will be a broom dance. Just about everybody got lined up for the broom dance. We never saw a broom dance like this one. This is how it goes.

All the ladies line up on one side of the hall and all the men on the other side. Then two ladies and one man line up in front of the caller facing down line. The center dancer (in this case the center dancer is a man) has the broom. He then has to decide which of the two girls he wants to sachet with down the line. A little flirting goes on which is good for more smiles. The guy gives the broom to the remaining gal and then sachets with his chosen gal down the line and then joins the end of the lines - the girl on the end of the girl line and the boy on the end of the boy line. Then the girl who got the broom is in the middle and two boys from the boys line move up on each side of her. She then has to make a choice as to which boy she wants to dance with. It was especially interesting to watch the young dancers making their choices. This continued until the music ended. Everybody enjoyed this new kind of broom dance. You may want to try this idea that works.

New Dancer Dances Just Before Your Club Dances

More and more clubs are having their new dancer dances (classes) taught just before their regular dances. This policy is definitely a win-win-win situation. The new dancers win because they usually stay awhile to watch the experienced dancers dance a few tips. Seeing dancers do the calls they just learned makes it much easier for them to see how the calls are done in the real world of dancing. The experienced dancers win because it is much easier for them to serve as angels during the new dancer program. The club dancers and the new dancers win because they get to know each other at each dance. The club wins because it saves money - less hall rent and lower caller fees. And the best benefit of this system is that the new dancer program is not rushed because of high costs to the club. Maybe it is time for your club to consider seriously to have your new dancers learn to dance just before your regular club dances.

The Sunshine Promenaders, Leesburg, Florida, have their new dancer program just before their club dances and it is working well. They have more than 10 couples in their program which started this year. Their club dances have 10+ squares on a regular basis. Congratulations, Sunshine Promenaders!

Another Florida club, The Orange Blossom Squares, is also doing very well - 16+ squares at each dance! They have two classes of new dancers going at all times!
The above information about these two Florida clubs was reported by Mark & Jody Johnson, editors of Central Ohio's *Cues & Tips* in their March 2003 issue.

**Emphasize The Friendship Factor**

In the same issue, Barb & Elden Lovingshimer commented in her *Grove City Western Squares News*: "A call I recently received from a couple asking about lessons continues to remind me of the terrific aspects of our activity. Yes, I told her it was a great exercise, it was a chance to dance anywhere, it was a fun night out. But I think what I stressed the most was the fact that they would be meeting a great many new friends. And I know that these friends are like family who enjoy each other's company, help out in time of need, and rejoice in times of gladness."

Mark & Jody Johnson's *Cues & Tips* is one of the growing number of square and round dance magazines that have colored pictures throughout each issue. Congratulations, Mark and Jody!

The parade season is here and all callers fear the possibility of their equipment getting damaged when the power source comes from a noisy generator. Caller Ray Hilton used a power inverter as the source of alternating current from a battery for a parade that *The Nubble Lighthouse Keepers*, York, Maine, participated in September, 2002. It worked well, he reported in the *Northeast Square Dancer* January 2003 issue. Quoting Ray, "I am happy to say that my inverter fits very nicely into my equipment bag so I will not have to run off a generator again."

Brian Beckman, Bath, Maine, recently emailed an inquiry to us about the status of the Folk Dance project. We forwarded it to Lyle and Jean Beck, Presidents of United Square Dancers of America (USDA), for an update. Their reply follows:

"Hello All,

"We are Lyle and Jean Beck, President of United Dancers of America (USDA). Bernie Coulthurst forwarded a message to us where you were discussing the status of Square Dance as the National Folk Dance.

"A Bill, H. R. 645, has been introduced into the 108th Congress by Ed Whitfield, 1st District of Kentucky, to amend title 36, United States Code to designate the Square Dance As The National Folk Dance. This Act would change the U.S. Code to place the square dance as the National Folk Dance in the same part of the law with the National Anthem, the National Motto, the National Floral Emblem, and the National March. This bill is known as 'The Promenade Act'.

"You may go to USDA's web site, usda.org, click on the folk dance banner and get additional information about the campaign to get this Bill passed. At this site, usda.org, you also may print letters to be sent to your Representatives, petitions to be sent to Representatives by clubs or groups of dancers, and you may also see a copy of the Bill.

"In 1982 President Reagan did sign a bill to designate square dance the National Folk Dance, but the bill was only effective for that session of Congress. At the end of the two year Congressional Session the bill and the designation expired. We are now attempting to get the designation as a part of the U. S. Code and it would then be permanent.

"USDA would appreciate any support you can give to this endeavor. We have to 'MAKE A LOT OF NOISE' to get our Representatives attention to get this bill passed. As the information on our web site states, email, phone calls or letters are all equally effective, but letters mailed through the Post Office can and do take up to a
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Mediterranean Cruise
from Venice to Barcelona
with Steve and Debbie Kopman

Twelve nights aboard one of Celebrity's newest most beautiful ships, the Millennium. Spacious Accommodations • All meals (plus 24-hour complimentary room service) Square Dancing • Nightly Entertainment • Aqua Spa • Cova Cafe Milano • Extreme Sports Bar Cinema • Card Room • Casino • Indoor & Outdoor Swimming Pools Gourmet Cuisine in a Dramatic Two Story Restaurant • And Much, Much, More!

Mediterranean Cruise Itinerary:
Venice, Italy (2 days) • Dubrovnik, Croatia Piraeus, Greece (Athens) • Santorini, Greece • Naples, Italy Civitavecchia, Italy (Rome) • Livorno, Italy (Florence/Pisa) Villefranche, France (Nice/Monte Carlo) • Barcelona, Spain 3 Fun filled days at sea

Interior Staterooms: $2395 • Ocean view Staterooms: $2695 • Verandah Staterooms $2995

Prices are based on double occupancy and include cruise, port charges, and current government taxes. A $500 per person deposit is required to confirm your space. Celebrity is offering Air/Sea rates from select cities. For more information or reservations please call and make checks payable to:
Debbie and Steve Kopman, (865) 691-1580 or e-mail SDKopman@aol.com
1021 Bridgestone Place, Knoxville, TN 37919

month to arrive at their office. The other methods are much quicker. Also the 'form letters' that are on our web site are as effective as an individually composed letter. The Congresspersons are only counting the number of people 'making a lot of noise.'

"Thank you for your interest, and 'make a lot of noise' by having your dancers contact their congresspersons.

"Lyle & Jean Beck, President, USDA, beckslj@yahoo.com"

If one dancer emailed us about the Folk Dance project, we know that there are many others with the same question. Let's hope Lyle's & Jean's reply will get you to "make a lot of noise" too. Thanks, Lyle and Jean, for the concise reply.

Till next time, happy dancing!

Bernie Coulthurst is the Editor of Club Leadership Journal. For a complimentary copy of Club Leadership Journal, please call 715-824-3245. The mailing address is PO Box 766, Plover, WI 54467-0766. E-mail: clj@wi-net.com.

AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE
34 E. Main Street, Apopka, FL 32703 • 1-888-LUV 2 DNC (1-888-588-2362)
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2003 RETURN WITH CHECK FOR RIBBONS

Name _________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip ________________________________
Telephone (Area Code) ________________________________

Dance Level: MS ___ PL ___ DBD ___ ADV ___ CHALL ___ RDS ___
Dance ______ Caller ______ Guest Caller Rama ______ Cuer ______

#____ Registrations $27.50=____
#_____ Belle of Louisville $18.00=____
Dance Cruise_____
TOTAL ENCLOSED_____

Mail $60.00 Couple • $30.00 Single • $65/$32.50 at door (U.S. Currency)
Cancellation fee $2.00 per person
No refund or cancellation after Sept. 15, 2003

RIBBONS WILL BE HELD AT DOOR FOR REGISTRATIONS RECEIVED AFTER SEPTEMBER 15, 2003
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Mid-America Square Dance Jambooree, Inc. • P.O. Box 421 • Fairdale, KY 40118
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Let us start by welcoming the new editors of *American Square Dance Magazine*. They have a lot of experience in this field and we are looking forward to working with Ed & Pat. In addition, we wish all of our readers a happy, healthy holiday season.

This month, we are throwing you 2 curves. We will call centers in from a position we don’t normally call this from and we are not going to cast off 3/4 every time. Not hard to execute but it might add some spice to your calling. (Incidently, this idea was derived from a caller from England who came to our callers school and used a figure similar to this. Thanks Barry!)

1. HEADS square thru 4
centers in, centers run
square thru 4
right and left grand
(1/2 promenade)

2. SIDES square thru 2
centers in,
CENTERS trade, star thru
dixie grand, left allemande
(1/2 promenade)

3. HEADS star thru
double pass thru
leads trade
centers in, cast off 3/4
CENTERS pass thru
1/2 tag
explode & square thru 4
trade by
left allemande, (at home)

4. SIDES touch 1/4 & walk and dodge
centers in, centers run
box the gnat
fan the top, circulate
girls trade, swing thru
right and left grand
(5/8 promenade)

5. HEADS pass thru
separate around 1 to a line
pass thru
wheel and deal
CENTERS pass thru
centers in, cast off 3/4
ends fold
GIRLS LEFT square thru 3
touch 1/4, extend,
right and left grand (At home)

6. SIDES LEFT touch 1/4
side girls run
centers in, cast off 3/4
ENDS circulate
star thru
CENTERS pass thru
left allemande (1/2 promenade)
7. Heads 1P2P
star thru
centers in, centers run
slide thru
left allemande (3/8 promenade)

8. Heads 1P2P
square thru 2
trade by
centers in
centers cross run
touch 1/4
girls run
double pass thru
leads trade
right and left grand
(7/8 promenade)

9. SIDES star thru
CENTERS square thru 3
centers in, cast off 3/4
ENDS face in
at home

10. HEADS lead right
centers in, cast off 1/2
CENTERS U turn back
touch 1/4, circulate
girls run, swing thru
circulate, explode & star thru
left allemande (1/4 promenade)

11. SIDES square thru 4
right and left thru
centers in, centers run
square thru 2
right and left grand (At home)

12. HEADS right & left thru and
lead left, centers in, cast off 3/4
CENTERS pass thru
1/2 tag
circulate
LEFT swing thru
right and left grand
(7/8 promenade)

13. SIDES pass the ocean
ping pong circulate
CENTERS
explode & square thru 2
ENDS roll away
centers in, boys trade
CENTERS trade
touch 1/4
circulate
girls U turn back
swing thru
right and left grand
(1/8 promenade)

14. HEADS star thru
double pass thru
leads U turn back
centers in
girls trade
CENTERS california twirl
star thru
trade by
swing thru
circulate 1 1/2
right and left grand
(1/2 promenade)

15. HEADS right and left thru &
roll away & star thru
centers in, cast off 3/4
circulate, centers run
star thru, trade by
pass to the center
CENTERS square thru 3
left allemande (At home)

16. SIDES LEFT square thru 2
centers in
cast off 1/2 & ROLL
square thru 3
trade by
left allemande (1/2 promenade)
This month lets expand a little on the centers in & cast off 3/4. After the cast off 3/4 we’re throwing another curve by adding a circulate from a position we don’t ordinarily call this from.

HEADS star thru & pass thru
centers in, cast off 3/4
ALL 8 circulate
THEN:

1. centers run
   square thru 2
   right and left grand (At home)
2. ENDS pass thru
   wheel and deal
   CENTERS square thru 3
   star thru
   ferris wheel
   CENTERS pass thru
   left allemande (3/4 promenade)
3. CENTERS trade
   star thru
   CENTERS pass thru
   left allemande (1/2 promenade)
4. ALL trade & roll
   pass to the center
   CENTERS square thru 3
   left allemande (1/2 promenade)
5. cast off 3/4
   circulate
   centers run
   star thru
   trade by, left allemande
   (At home)

Kopman's Choreography

SOMETHING NEW TO OFFER !!!
Now available: "SOFT" set of Mainstream, Plus, Advance and C1

- 50 sequences per set
- Reduce your calling preparation
- Easy to read

- $50.00 per set
- Immediate delivery
- All requests confidential

Send check or money order to:
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN
1021 BRIDGESTONE PLACE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919
Phone: (865) 691-1580
e-mail: s.kopman@juno.com
NOTES IN A NUTSHELI

A Review by
Frank Leschinier

CALLERLINK,
Australian Callers' Federation

This is the Official Newsletter from the Australian Callers’ Federation. Their Web site address is: http://www.aussiecallers.org.au/. Jeff Garbutt is the editor, and his e-mail address is: jefftracie@westnet.com.au While some of the content (Letters To The Editor, etc.) relates to the Square Dance activity ‘down under’, much of the contents are still applicable anywhere our activity takes place.

Brian Brislane from Australia lists a number of shortcuts from mainstream through Advance to use when moving checkers while writing choreography. Jeff Garbutt also included some of the shortcuts that he uses as well. (Note: While some of the shortcuts are technically correct, not all of them are geographically precise. FL)

From Brian’s Cookbook (Brian Hotchkies), there are a couple of sequences with a little twist to them. The first Plus routine involves the dancers breaking to a line of four from a circle of eight. The second routine was sent in by Ed Foote, and is an Advanced asymmetrical routine, with an interesting use of Acey Deucey as well.

In planning and programming club nights, Rohan Clark lays out how he programs a typical square dance night, from the first tip to the last, and everything in between.

The Quiz for the next issue is to list as many square dance records that have a reference to “water” somewhere in the title or lyrics or the theme of the tune.

JOHN’S NOTES

John Saunders

John’s e-mail address is: johnnysa@aol.com

John includes a record review and things of interest section. There are several singing call figures included that are used in the new songs.

This month in the Dancing Contra / Traditional Squares section, by Don Ward, there are a couple of contras selected to match the abilities of Square Dancers. These were written by Tony Parkes.

In the Workshop Ideas section this month is the figure written by Ron Hunter in 1991, called ‘Shake, Rattle and Roll’. From parallel Waves, all do a Scoot Back then the Centers Trade, and all Single Hinge and Roll. Ends in facing couples. Timing — 14 beats. Included are some figures from Jon Jones using Wheel Around with extended Mainstream calls which were set by Jon.

The Mainstream (1-53) Program call featured is Wheel Around. This call is most commonly used from a Promenade. Many dancers don’t understand that this can be called from other set-ups as well. Scoot Back is the call of the month in the Dancing the Mainstream Program.
Dancing the Plus Program this month looks at the call Explode the Wave, with a couple of pages of sequences and singing call figures.

The Advanced and Challenge Supplement includes: Reverse Swap Around; Facing Recycle; and Diamond Chain Thru variations.

If you publish a note service and would like it reviewed in future issues of this magazine, please send them to: 1720 W. Arrow Route #83, Upland, CA 91786. I will be glad to include your notes in future reviews.

Thanks, Frank.

Y'all Come Early & Stay Late

Our fair city has a lot to offer - an extra day or two before or after the convention can be filled with a multitude of activities without taking a tour. (We do recommend the tours, but time is getting short for reservations.) Some of the possibilities haven't been mentioned yet in our columns. We have a World Class Public Zoo - the Oklahoma City Zoo - located in Lincoln Park at 2101 NE 50th; its not expensive to visit and we guarantee a grand time. Just down the street (2801 NE 50th) to the east, we have a World Class Softball complex, the National Softball Hall of Fame and Stadium and home of the USA Olympic Softball team; and just across the street (2716 NE 50th) is the Firefighters Museum.

Grand Boulevard winds through Lincoln Park which contains an excellent public golf course. In the southwest comer of the park is the 45th Infantry Thunderbird Division Museum, exhibits indoors and outdoors, pictures, Medal of Honor bios, tanks, choppers, big and little guns of all kinds - sizeable pieces of history. Just east of this museum, a little south of NE 36th at 3400 NE Grand Boulevard is the Oakwood Depot and the Oklahoma Railway Museum Ltd. Excursions are conducted every 3rd Saturday (June 21st).

Back north a mile, at 2100 NE 50th, is the Omniplex, located just west of the Zoo. Contained inside are a Photography Museum and Hall of Fame, the OmniDome Theater, a Planetarium, an Air Space Museum, Gardens, a hands-on Science Museum, the Red Earth Indian Center and Museum - all under one roof - plan to spend a day, if you can. Another mile north and about a half-mile west is one of our "pride and joys" - the National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum at 1700 NE 63rd. Art and artifacts, state-of-the-art interactive and exhibition galleries, an excellent Gift Shop, the American Cowboy Gallery, the American Rodeo Gallery, the Western Entertainment Gallery, beautiful gathering places, breathtaking views from the windows atop Persimmon Hill. Be sure to visit Prosperity Junction - a replica of a true western frontier town. And just across the street a little west is Coles Garden - a peaceful, restful place to visit.

To the south of the city, in Norman, is the University of Oklahoma campus, location of the Fred Jones, Jr. Museum of Art and the brand-spankin' new Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum of Natural History. Another five or so miles south on US Highway 77, in Noble, Oklahoma, is the Rose Rock Museum. The Rose Rock, a barite sandstone delight, is the official State Rock. We haven't even listed the State Museums in the area of the Capitol Building in near NE OKC. There are a total of 32 museums in the Oklahoma City area, (within a 35-mile-radius of the Cox Convention Center) listed in the current Yellow Pages directory. We doubt you'd be disappointed in any of them.
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Take a look at what is just released...

Kiss Her Goodbye
Phase III+2 (Dia. Trn/X Pivot) - Waltz - Grenn 14282 - Allemande Al & Martha Wolff. Diamond turn, canters, cross hovers, open impetus. Good music to this smoothly written waltz.

Caribbean Cha
Cha 3 - Phase III+1 Cha Cha - Grenn 14244 - Allemande Al & Martha Wolff. Chase, circle cha, new Yorker, alemana, sandstep. Suggest you slow for comfort. Good cha cha beat.

Caribbean Cha
Cha 4 - Phase IV+1+1 (Open Hip Twist/Mod. Hockey Stick) - Cha Cha - Grenn 14244 - Allemande Al & Martha Wolff. Fence line, open hip twist to a fan, open break, hockey stick ends in butterfly wall. Good dance.

Brown Eyes
Phase II+1 (Hover) - Waltz - Grenn 14039 - Ron & Georgine Woolcock. Basic Phase II waltz, has prog. twinkles, hover. It is a view and do.

This Song Is Driving Me Crazy

June’s Begin the Beguine
Phase II+1 - 2 Step - Col. 3847A Begin the Beguine by Artie Shaw - Jack & June Smith. Has wrap and unwrap sequence.

Boy From NYC
Phase II - 2 Step - ATL03230 or 3816 by The Manhattan Transfer - Mike Seurer. Traveling doors, left turning box, broken box. Good view and do.

I Got You Babe
Phase III - 2 Step/5 Count - AtL. OS 13071 by Sonny & Cher - Mike Seurer. Strolling vine, slow twisty vine, lace sequence. Basic Phase III routine.

I Don’t Think She Loves Me
Phase V (Soft) - Foxtrot - Coll. 4344 Engine Engine #9 - Bob & Judith Haworth. Open natural, back feather, natural weave, top spin. In and out runs, nat. hov. cross. Routine should be slowed down for comfort.

We’re The Monkees
Phase II - 2 Step - Arista 9505 by the Monkees - Mike Seurer. Traveling box, rock the boat, left turning box and basketball turn. Cute routine.

Better Than Nada
Phase III+1 (Alemana)+1 (Double Peek-A-Boo Chase) - Rumba - Reprise 717587 By Texas Tornados Mike Seurer.
Full chase, sidewalks, crabwalks, alemana, spot turn and wheel 6.

**On A Star**  
Phase III+1 (Alemana) - Cha Cha - STAR 113- B Swinging On a Star - Mike Seurer. Fence line, alemana, sidewalks, spot turn. This routine has all basic Phase III Cha figures.

**Every Spring Day**  
Phase IV - Waltz - STAR 131-B - Bob & Judith Haworth. Spin turn, box finish, nat. fallaway, slow outside swivel, in and out runs. Good routine to this nice waltz music.

**Peter Gunn**  
Cha IV - Phase IV- Cha Cha - Col. 6142 by Ray Anthony - Hank & Judy Scherrer. Nice music, be sure to slow speed for comfortable dancing. Chase, hockey stick, alemana, spot turn, merengue, double peek-a-boo chase. Ending lady fan man hold close step and side arms up.

**You Walk By**  
Phase III - Slow 2 Step - Coll. 90051 I Fall To Pieces by Patsy Cline- Ronnie & Bonnie Bond. Speed should be 42 to 43 rpm's. Looking for a dance to introduce slow 2 step this is a good one. Basic, traveling chasse, fence line and sweetheart runs.

**That'll Be The Day**  
Phase IV+2 (Stop & Go/Chasse Roll) - Jive - MCA-60000 - Dom & Joan Filardo. Link Rock, fallaway rock, chicken walks and continuous chasse.

Lindy catch, jive walks. Ending is jazz hands.

**June’s Sweet Caroline**  
Phase II+1(Peek A Boo Chase) - 2 Step - MCA CL 111A by Neil Diamond or Coll. 90111 - Jack & June Smith. Traveling box, wrap and unwrap sequence are in this basic Phase 2 two step.

**Tennessee Waltz**  
Phase II - Waltz - Coll. 4225B by Patti Page - Mike Seurer. Suggest speed is 48-49 rpm’s. Canter, lace sequence, left turning box, twinkles. View and do routine.

**Look Look**  
Phase II+1(Fishtail) - 2 step - King K 2099 or Coll. 90191 My Heart Is An Open Book - Sue Lucibello. Prog. scissors, fishtail, trav. box, wrap and unwrap sequence. This is a basic 2 step routine.

**Sunset Over Tokyo**  
Phase VI - Bolero - Mimi Disc Available from Choreographer - Kurt & Tammy Worlock. Great music but a challenging routine. Parts A and B are Bolero, with checked rope spin, x-hand u/a w/face loops. Part C steps are not bolero oriented but has challenging Amalgamations such as horse and cart, circular vines, spirals and open work.

Recordings reviewed are supplied by Palomino Records, Inc.  
800-328-3800
This is a special cake for a special occasion like Father’s Day. Please read through the directions and follow all the steps. It’s a little tricky but definitely worth the extra effort.

Decadent Chocolate Cake

1 Tbsp. instant coffee powder
1/2 Cup hot water
1 (8 ounce) package semi-sweet chocolate, cut into small pieces
1/2 lb. unsalted butter, cut into bits and softened
1 Cup granulated sugar
4 large eggs, slightly beaten
Sweetened whipped cream

Dissolve the coffee in the hot water and cool. Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Line the bottom of a buttered 8-inch round cake pan with 2 rounds of foil. Butter the foil. In the bottom of a double boiler over hot water, melt the chocolate with the coffee mixture, stirring constantly. Stir in the butter and sugar, a little at a time. Heat, stirring constantly, until the mixture is smooth and very hot. Do not let the mixture boil. Remove the double boiler from the heat and add the eggs in a stream, beating while adding. Strain the mixture through a fine sieve into the cake pan. Set the cake pan in a baking pan and add enough hot water to the baking pan to reach half way up the sides of the cake pan. Bake 40 – 50 minutes or until a crust forms on the top. Transfer the cake pan to a rack and let cake cool. Chill for 1 – 2 days to allow the flavors to mellow. To serve, dip the bottom of the cake pan in hot water and run a thin knife around the inside of the pan. Invert the cake onto a cake plate and peel off the foil. Serve topped with whipped cream.
June is the month for Weddings so brides are getting ready for that special day. I bet you can get a little "Kiss In The Dark" and then before you know it you will be doing "The Engagement Waltz"

**KISS IN THE DARK**
*Ray and Virginai Walz*

**RECORD:** ROPER 145  
**FOOTWORK:** Opposite  
**RHYTHM:** Waltz – Phase: II+2 Hover/Spin Turn  
**SEQUENCE:** INTRO-A-B A-B(1-15) ENDING

**INTRO**
BFLY/WALL WAIT 2 MEAS;; TWISTY VINE 3; FWD FC CL;

**PART A**
TWIRL VINE 3; PKUP SD CL; 2 LEFT TURNS;; WALTZ AWAY; BOTH ROLL ACROSS (LOP); TWINKLE; THRU FC CL;  
WALTZ AWAY; BOTH ROLL ACROSS (LOP) TWINKLE ; THRU FC CL; LEFT TURNING BOX;;;

**PART B**
HOVER; MANEUVER; SPIN TURN; BACK 1/2 BOX; 2 FWD WALTZ DRIFT APART;; THRU TWINKLE BOTH WAYS CP/LOD;;  
TWO LEFT TURNS;; HOVER; THRU SD CL; SOLO TURN 6;; 2 CANTERS;;

**ENDING**
SIDE CORTE

---

**THE ENGAGEMENT WALTZ**
*Perry Lefeavers*

**RECORD:** COLUMBIA 4-42652  
**FOOTWORK:** OPPOSITE unless indicated direction for man  
**RHYTHM:** WALTZ – Phase 3+ 2 (X PIVOT, TELEMARK SCP)  
**SEQUENCE:** INTRO-A-B-C-A-B-C-ENDING

**INTRO**
CP/DW M'S R & W'S L FOOT FREE WAIT ONE MEAS AND PU NOTES;
PART A
X PIVOT SCAR; X HOVER SCP; MANU; BK, BK/LOCK, BK; SPIN TURN;
BOX FINISH; 2 LEFT TRNS FC WALL;;

PART B
WALTZ AWAY & TOG;; TWIRL VINE 3; THRU SD CL; WHISK; PKUP SD
CL; TRN L RT CHASSE; BK TRNG HOVER SCP; CHAIR, REC, PKUP;
TELEMARK SCP; THRU & SEMI SHASSE; WING; WHEEL 3 TO FC/W;
CHK FWD, REC, CL (W side) SOLO ROLL 6 CP/LOD

PART C
FWD HOVER; TWIRL TO A TAMARA; WHEEL FC COH; WRAP FC WALL;
WHEEL FC COH; UNWRAP FC WALL; STEP SWING; SPIN
MANUVER; IMPETUS SCP; PK UP SD CL; 1 LEFT TRN; BACK UP WALTZ;
BK PROGRESSIVE TWINKLES;; SPIN TRN; BOX FINISHED;

TAG
FWD TO CHAIR & TILT;

Square Dancer's Credit Card Program

It Helps The Handicapped Dancers!
It Helps Your Association! It Helps Youth Dancers!

The Square Dancer's Credit Card Program was initiated in 1989 with all surplus funds being returned to the USDA Affiliates. Your Board of Directors at the June 1996 USDA Board Meeting revised the distribution plan – one half to the USDA Youth and Handicapable Dancer Programs and the other half to the Affiliates. A super way to help other dancers!

The support and active participation of your organization in the USDA Credit Card Program is solicited. The Square Dancer's Credit Card has every benefit offered by other credit cards and promotes square dancing every time the card is used. With your help, your Credit Card Program could grow and generate funds to also help your Association.

Some ways to solicit support of dancers for your Credit Card Program are:
• Direct appeal - helps your own organization as well as the youth and handicapped dancer programs.
• Showing the benefits of enrolling both to the individual dancers and organization
• Inclusion of Credit Card information in your newsletters and magazines
• Making information available at festivals, convention and dances
• Provide copies of informational material to delegates at meetings to take back to Associations, Clubs and Dancers
• Asking your USDA Delegate to take an active role in promotion

Please help promote the Square Dancer's Credit Card Program. We offer our sincere thanks in advance. If further information is required, contact the following:
Joe & Joy Vaccari
USDA Credit Card Program Chin.
227 Hughes St. NE
Ft. Walton Beach, FL 32548
(850) 243-9484
It was probably inevitable, but it is still disappointing. I am referring to advanced dancers who wish to move to C-1 having to be retaught not just the Advanced calls, but also the Mainstream and Plus calls.

Because "standard position" is the norm at Mainstream and Plus, it is natural to expect that "dance by definition" or "all-position" -- which is standard at Advanced -- will be taught in advanced classes, and this includes a re-teach of the appropriate Mainstream and Plus calls to convey the understanding of these calls. However, the boom in Advanced dancing the past 10 years has resulted in many dancers seeking to do Advanced simply for the status of the name, and callers giving a water-downed level of Advanced in order to attract large crowds. This has caused Advanced in many areas to be "quasi-Advanced": namely no DBD of MS, Plus and Advanced with the advanced calls used only from one or two "Standard" positions with each advanced call followed by a dozen or so standard position Mainstream and Plus calls.

Many people say the only reason they move to Advanced is because they have become bored at Plus, as a result of lack of creative choreography by callers in their area. Now we are finding that with the proliferation of "quasi-Advanced", people are becoming bored with Advanced and moving on to C-1 in an attempt to achieve variety in their dancing. But many of these people are finding they still do not understand Mainstream and Plus, because these calls were never used from a variety of positions at the places where they danced Advanced.

This situation came to my attention recently in three widely scattered areas of the country. C-1 callers and tape group leaders, who previously had seen only reasonably competent dancers wishing to move to C-1, now report having to take time to teach the true understanding of the Mainstream and Plus calls to people entering C-1. In addition, they also have to re-teach many of the Advanced calls in order to supply understanding that was not presented at Advanced.

These C-1 leaders expressed surprise at this situation since they had never encountered it before, but in light of what is occurring -- or should we say what is not occurring -- at Advanced, it is not that unusual.

In the 1970's and '80's no one attempted Challenge without having a thorough knowledge of the basics of the preceding programs. Now we see people starting Challenge who have to re-learn Circulate. But on the other hand, we do have many more people at Advanced and Challenge. So this is progress. Or is it?
It's Only Proper

In the past we have looked at a couple of formations for circles and one formation for contra lines. The contra formation is called "improper duple" or "alternate duple." The term describes both the whole contra line (the major set), and each dancer's position in the line (the minor set). The major set described is a longways set for as many couples that get on the line, and the men and women alternate in the line: a man then a woman then a man, etc. with their partners opposite each other. The term "alternate duple" is the modern term which gives a good, clear description of the formation.

But what about that other term "improper duple." Again it means a longways set with two couples dancing together. "Proper" means that all the men are in one line and the women are in the other line. The origin of the term goes way back in the history of dance: we surmise that contra dancing started as a religious dance performed by men only. As society became more open, the women were allowed to dance, but not with the men but parallel to the men. That was only proper since it was not right for a man or woman to dance with any one other than his/her own spouse. And it certainly would have been an improper and immodest act for a young, unmarried woman to dance with men at all – that would have been too provocative.

Of course, in time, the lines began to interact with each other, but the formation was still proper – men in one line, women in the other. However, instead of the lines staying parallel, the men and women would interact with each other. Finally someone came up with the new formation which alternated sexes in the lines: that was definitely improper (but a lot of fun). Below are two diagrams: the first one shows a proper contra line. Notice that the men are all in the line to the caller’s right and the women are in the line to the caller’s left and are opposite their partners. The second diagram is of an improper duple contra line. In this formation, the first man is to the caller’s left and his partner is across from him, while the second man is to the caller’s right and his partner is opposite him.

52nd National Square Dance Convention!
June 25-28
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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In the improper line, if the first couple faces the back of the hall (away from the caller) and the second couple faces the front of the hall; therefore two standard couples are facing each other. These two couples can dance a pattern and then move up or down the hall to repeat the pattern with a new couple.

The same is true for the proper line, but because the men are next to each other, as are the women, it is harder to identify which two couples, or four people, are dancing together. To help the dancers identify themselves and each other, the caller will often say, "Hands four from the top." The top is the end of the hall where the caller is; so, starting with the couple closest to the caller, and all the way down the line, dancers make little circles of four. That is, couples #1 and #2 join hands. This tells the dancers who is dancing with whom. The couple in each set that is closest to the caller is the active couple, the second couple is the inactive couple. (Sometimes, the couples will be called #1 and #2 instead of active and inactive. As the dance progresses, the actives will move down the hall away from the caller and the inactives will move up toward the caller. As each couple gets to the end of the line, they wait out one sequence and then start going through the line as the opposite (a #1 becomes a #2 and starts moving up the line).

Here is a marvelous dance that gives dancers a good introduction and practice in proper formation. The dance was written by Hal Rice, who is a master at taking a small number of basics and turning them into great dances. Hal calls this "The Proper Dance."

Intro:  - - - - , long lines forward and back
1-8:  - - - - , just the actives dosado
9-16:  - - - - , just the inactives dosado
17-24:  - - - - , actives center and swing partner
25-32:  - - face down, go down in lines of four
33-40:  - - , centers wheel, ends turn alone, come back
41-48:  - - cast-off α, - - across, right & left thru
49-56:  - - - - , - - right & left thru back
57-64:  - - - - , - - lines forward and back
FOR SALE

10 Square Dance Hall with Large 3 Bedroom Home
White Maple Hardwood Floor • Great Acoustics
Great for Square and Line Dance, Jazz Dance,
Weddings, Receptions, Family reunions, etc.
1.6 acres beautifully landscaped for outside activities

Area needs callers and cuers
(801) 731-7222 or donalh@tacisp.com for info

When you set up your lines, have all the men form to the right of the caller and all of the women to the left. Use the “hands four” trick to identify which two couples are working together and to identify who is active and who is inactive. The forward and back gives the dancers a chance to see the lines and to get into the mood of the music. Then just the active couples go into the middle to do a back-to-back dosado, followed by the inactives doing a dosado. The actives then swing their partner in the center and face the back of the hall. All four dancers (actives and inactives) make a line of four facing away from the caller; the actives are in the center of the line and the inactives are on the ends. From the caller’s perspective, the lines of four should have the inactive lady at the left end of the line, then the active man, the active lady, and the inactive man. After four steps down the hall, the actives wheel-around (man backs up, lady moves forward to turn as a couple) and the ends do a u-turn back. We now have all the men on the men’s side and the women on the women’s side. Promenade back up the hall four steps.

This is when the feeling of a proper formation really comes into play. With the centers moving forward and the ends pivoting, the dancers cast-off 3/4 to the outside. For those who square dance, it feels very much like a centers-in and cast-off 3/4. The dancers are back to long lines with all the men on one side and the women on the other, and the actives have progressed one position down the line. The next two calls are right & left thru. It is boy-boy, girl-girl. The two dancers who cast-off together will work as one couple. A same sex right & left thru confuses a lot of dancers because half of them are doing “the other person’s part.” However, if you teach the call as pass through and wheel as a couple — keeping the same shoulders adjacent and not using hands — the dancers will soon become comfortable with the motion. It might be worth reminding the dancers that when they get to the end of the line, they do not cross-over, but just come back on the same side, but their roles will be reversed.

It has been mentioned in previous columns that many choreographers will simply say “use any well-phrased reel or jig.” This is not one of those dances. Hal Rice works as hard at matching music to the dance and he does in writing the figures of the dance. Hal’s dances always feel just right because there is a superb match of music and movement. So for this dance, try to find “Live for the Good Times” on Wagon Wheel. The music practically tells you what to do and when to do it. Enjoy.
The following article is the text of a speech made by Mike Jacobs, Chairman of the Board of Callerlab, at the 30th Annual Callerlab Convention in San Antonio in April 2003. The convention theme was “Winning Ways.”

Unlike a lot of you, I am a second generation American. My grandfather came here from Armenia, escaping the massacres of the Turkish pogroms in the early 1900’s. He made his way through a number of countries finally crossing into the United States, and like many other destitute immigrants of that time, he settled into a ghetto.

We have an image of that word, of someplace sordid and destitute, but it really had a different origin. It is an Italian word from the 1200’s and it was used to describe an area in which the Jews were allowed to live with their own laws and customs intact. It was not a place of horror to escape from, but a place of comfort to seek out. The outside world was unpredictable; inside the ghetto was safety and predictability.

All of Square Dancing is in a ghetto. We have a set program of calls and definitions, pre-set routines of pre-rounds and star tips, a rigid expectation of who will attend, what they will wear, how much they will pay, and even what time the refreshments will be. In our ghetto, we are protected from dealing with the scary real world that might make different demands of us, especially those of us who are entertainers. They might only want an hour, or once a month, or different clothes, or different music. A few of our colleagues even dare to venture out of the ghetto and, despite their tales of good money, rewarding work, and large numbers, very few of our callers are willing to risk the predictability of staying with our ghetto.

My grandfather died in his ghetto. My father escaped only because of the army and World War II. My daughter sits in the audience tonight, attending her first Callerlab Convention as a caller. Her choice is like her great grandfather’s, to leave or stay in her ghetto.

In the hit musical, The Producers, there is a song called, “We Can Do It”, where a reluctant character is asked, “Don’t you want to stop being a caterpillar and become a butterfly and flap your wings to glory?”

We can save Dancing.

We Can Do It, because we have no option for failure. It is unacceptable.

We Can Do It, because it is the right thing to do. We have been the right activity for millions throughout the years. Being the world’s best kept secret is not the right approach to something that has so much to give.

We Can Do It, because we have example after example of “Winning Ways” continued on bottom of next page
For The Square Dance Teacher

Although teaching a Square Dance Class is a complex venture, it need not be intimidating. A person with perfect qualifications will usually have successes and failures. The trick is to amass enough “Right things to do” in order to keep and graduate the majority of your class as competent dancers.

Recruitment is over and your class is in front of you on the first night of dancing. Through the course of the evening, several Club & Class members indicate to you that there are some more new dancers out there who will show up next week or the week after. What do you do?

**Design your first segment into three overlapping parts.** This is tricky, because your goal is to be able to insert any new dancer on any of the first three dances and still have that dancer able to dance on the fourth night with new material. The dancer who arrives for the first time on the third night will have the most trouble. The elusion of new stuff can be achieved by using different music and choreography with the same movements. In other words, on night two or three, you can teach what you taught on night one using fun ‘by definition’ choreography. One must take care not to confuse. The first segment should be thought of as the foundation and the rest of your sessions as building blocks. The Mainstream program is the fundamental base for all extended square dancing beyond Mainstream.

**Make use of the break to show how to accomplish a movement.** The best way to show new dancers how to do a new movement is to demonstrate the new movement during the break when all dancers can see what is being asked of them. This may not always be practical. Be willing to be flexible.

**Have the proper equipment on hand and know how to use it.** The best equipment is determined by taste and what you can afford. Prerequisites would be; good sound system that does not overpower the floor, a microphone that will accent your voice over the music, and most importantly, an outline of what you want to cover that evening. The use of a remote-attached microphone can be very handy and when used properly, will enhance your teaching capability. Handouts can be effective if they are current.

**Dancing with Angels and the Club.** This can be troublesome. When possible, have a meeting with your angels and let them know how important they are to the success of the class. Also remind them how hard it is to teach new dancers when angels are talking in the square or conducting mini instructions on their own. There are two times when the Class should be allowed to dance with the club. The first is a halfway dance when the class invites the Club to the class. The second is Graduation when the Club invites the Class into their membership. Class members should be protected from all other contact with the Square Dance Community until after they graduate. It’s your class! Let them grow and have time to practice the values you have taught them. They will learn soon enough why you advise them not to do certain things in the square.

Bob Rollins brollsq@cox.net

We Can Do It. We can stop hiding behind definitions and become the entertainers we can be.

We Can Do It, as the song says and make our dreams come true. Let’s leave the ghetto and take square dancing to the world.
SEWING 101

With
Donna Ipock

We’re getting into the warm, I mean hot season here. While looking at last years, and even some of the year before that, street summer dresses I thought that I could update some of them. Hey, why not use some of the embellishment techniques from square dancing sewing. I don’t mean all the lace, and trims, but some of the decorative stitching. This may come as a surprise to some of you but there is other sewing besides sewing square dance outfits. Well, to get on with what I just accomplished...

I have a navy sleeveless shift type dress that I dearly love but felt it was tooooo plain. I would use a large pin on the shoulder or a string of pearls, or sometimes both, but it looked PLAIN. I know you’ve seen all the cute dresses in the magazines with the neat embroidery...how could I spiffy up that navy dress and make it look up to date???? I’m here to tell you it’s as simple as threading your machine and using those zigzag stitches. This is a straight dress with a scoop neckline, straight lines and a slit on the side. First I drew a line 1/2 inch from the edge all around the neckline. Then two more lines, each 1/2 inch from each other. The first color I used was pink and I stitched around the neckline using a 2 1/2m stitch width and tight, 15 stitches on the length. (These settings are on my slant needle machine, you may need to make some test stitches to determine what you like). OK, now I stitched around the neck edge using the marked line...looked pretty good. Next, I used twin needles and another color; I used Kelly green, and used one of the decorative stitches on my machine. Nothing fancy, it was just a scalloped effect. The last row I did was orange using another zigzag stitch only the setting for the width was 3m. I thought it turned out great so, hey, why not the hem. Using the same pattern design I stitched around the hem, even up the slit. I started the stitching on the edge of the slit on the back side of the dress and continued around the stitches met again at the top of the slit on the front. I continued with the same colors and pattern as on the neckline. I really think it looks good. I will tell you that I found that I needed to use the same color on the bobbin and top thread... since I have an older machine, the stitches aren’t always as tight in decorative stitches as in straight stitches and the bobbin thread can show. Using the same thread on both the top and bottom eliminates any unwanted threads from showing through. Now for the good news...I found a pair of strapy sandals with the same...
colors...I now have a dress that looks up to date with matching shoes...It looks like an outfit from one of those designer stores, and I did it myself.

I’d like to share some news...I won a sewing contest. It’s a first for me. I belong to the local Woman’s Club and in January we had a local art contest. I entered one of my Square Dance outfits...I won which entitled me to go to the Regional contest in February, I won there. Well, on to the State contest...I won there also. Now, lots of people from three different cities in North Carolina have seen a Square Dance outfit win a contest that included evening gowns, designer vests, blouses, and men’s trousers. The competition was stiff. The judges were Home-Ed teachers and as I looked at the other entries I thought, Hey, this was fun...maybe next year. Talk about shock...One of the judges wrote on the entry form that she was very pleased with the creative use of rick rack. RICK-RACK. I was asked to model the outfit at the awards program, so of course I did a little twirl and got a rousing cheer. The picture here is the winning outfit.

The dress is a Chinese inspired red and gold bamboo print. The bodice features a peasant elastic gathered neckline with a deep ruffle. The neckline is constructed in such a way as to have the appearance of a squared neckline. The sleeves are in the rumba style with four ruffles placed row upon row of the sleeve base. Rows of gold medium size rickrack and flat gold ribbon trim the neckline ruffle and are positioned under each sleeve ruffle. The fitted circle skirt had four deep ruffles placed row upon row with the same rickrack trim under the bottom edge of the each ruffle. This has a 2 inch wide waistband with a zipper and hook and eye closure. It is worn with a matching gold trimmed ready made petticoat and pettipants, gold dance shoes and gold fabric earrings. The total cost to make this garment was under $50.00. A similar ready made outfit retails for over $120.00. Not bad!!!

Sew Happy!

**HOP TO IT! SUPPORT OUR YOUTH!**

There is a rumble going through this land that is gaining momentum and becoming louder and louder. No it’s not the sounds of gang violence, racism, or drugs. This is a joyous noise! It is the sound of our future, our youth, in increasing numbers adding energy and enthusiasm to square dance halls across the country.

Our youth are square dancing’s most vital asset. We need to make sure that they feel secure as a man or of our family. Unfortunately, in some cases, they are made to feel out of place or even unwanted. To help show our youth that the majority of adult dancers welcome and encourage their participation the movement was formed. We ask that adult dancers show their support of our youth by wearing a small green frog sticker on their badge. This identifies you as a YOUTH FRIENDLY dancer.

When a youth dancer seen the frog on your badge, they know they are welcome to join you in a square.

For FREE frog stickers, send a self-addressed stamped envelope to:

**FROG STICKERS**  
C/O Debra Mills  
USDA YOUTH COMMITTEE  
S102 Now Mexico Lane  
Cypress, CA 90630
52\textsuperscript{nd} National Square Dance Convention!

Oklahoma

June 25-28
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma

The Heartland Is The Place To Be In 2003!

National Square Dance Convention Activities List

Social & Special Events functions

Sunday, June 22, 2003
Convention Tours begin, 9:00am Tours load 1/2 hour prior to departure.

Monday, June 23, 2003
Tours & Special Events sales booth open 8:00am-6:00pm Cox Center
Daily Tours begin, 9:00am Tours load 1/2 hour prior to departure.

Tuesday, June 24, 2003
Tours & Special Events sales booth open 7:30am-6:00pm Cox Center
Daily Tours begin, 8:30am All tours load 1/2 hour prior to departure.
Cox Convention Center lobby Information booth open 10:00am-6:00pm

Wednesday, June 25, 2003 – Convention Day #1
Tours & Special Events sales booth open 7:30am-6:00pm Cox Center
Daily Tours begin, 8:30am All tours load 1/2 hour prior to departure.
Showcase of Ideas Set-Up 9:00am
Cox Convention Center lobby information booth open 10:00am-9:00pm
Buses will run from 12:00pm-12:30am
Caller, Cuer & Instructor Meeting in the Bruce Palmer Coordination Room 3:00pm
Concert by the Texas Po'Boys Cox Convention Center Lobby 3:45pm
Opening Ceremonies Cox Convention Center Lobby 4:00pm
Barbeque Dinner 4:45-6:30pm Cox Convention Center, Exhibit Hall 1.
Bellamy Brothers Concert 7:00pm Cox Convention Center Arena.
Trail End Dances 8:30pm-Midnight

Thursday, June 26, 2003 – Convention Day #2
Food Courts open for Breakfast 6:45am-10:30am
Tours sales booth open 7:30am-9:00pm
Buses will run from 7:30am-12:30am
Daily Tours Begin 8:30am All tours load 1/2 hour prior to departure.
Showcase of Rounds, in the Arena, 9:00am-11:00am
Sew & Save Work Room 9:00am-5:00pm
Sew & Save Seminars 9:00am-5:00pm
Vendors open 10:00am-10:00pm
Ways & Means 10:00am-10:00pm
Showcase of Ideas 10:00am-6:00pm
Showcase of Publications 10:00am-6:00pm
Cox Convention Center lobby information booth open 10:00am-9:00pm
Dancing, 10:00am-10:00pm
Squares, Rounds, Singles, Youth, Clogging, Advanced, Challenge, Contra Dancing-Handicapable-10:00am-Noon
Education Panels, Clinics, Seminars, Club Leadership 11:00am-2:00pm
Food Courts open for Lunch 11:30am-3:00pm
Country Western/Line Dancing Noon-10:00pm
Exhibitions-Arena-1:00 p.m.-5:30pm
Organizations Round Table 3:00pm
Food Courts open for Dinner 4:00pm-7:00pm
Live Music Mainstream Dancing in the Arena 7:00pm-10:00pm
After Parties-10:00pm-Midnight

Friday, June 27, 2003 — Convention Day #3

Food Courts open for Breakfast 6:45am-10:30am
Tours sales booth open 7:30am-9:00pm
Buses run from 7:30am-12:30am
Daily Tours Begin 8:30am All tours load 1/2 hour prior to departure.
Showcase of Rounds, in the Arena, 9:00am-11:00am
Sew & Save Work Room 9:00am-5:00pm
Sew & Save Seminars 9:00am-5:00pm
Keynote Speaker, Tony Oxendine 10:00am
Vendors open 10:00am-10:00pm
Ways & Means 10:00am-10:00pm
Showcase of Ideas 10:00am-6:00pm
Showcase of Publications 10:00am-6:00pm
Cox Convention Center lobby information booth open 10:00am-9:00pm
Dancing, 10:00am-10:00pm
Squares, Rounds, Singles, Youth, Clogging, Advanced, Challenge, Contra Dancing-Handicapable-10:00am-Noon
Stroll to Bricktown (Weather Permitting) 11:00
Food Courts open for Lunch 11:30am-3:00pm
Education Panels, Clinics, Seminars, Club Leadership 11:30am-2:00pm
Country Western/Line Dancing Noon-10:00pm
Exhibitions-Arena-1:00pm-5:30pm
Food Courts open for Dinner 4:00pm-7:00pm
Friday Ceremonies-Arena — 6:00pm
Live Music Mainstream Dancing in the Arena 7:00pm-10:00pm
After Parties-10:00pm-Midnight

Saturday, June 28, 2003 — Convention Day #4

Food Courts open for Breakfast 6:45am-10:30am
Tours sales booth open 7:30am-5:00pm
Buses run from 7:30am-12:30am
Daily Tours Begin 8:30am All tours load 1/2 hour prior to departure.
Showcase of Rounds, in the Arena, 9:00am-11:00am
Sew & Save Work Room 9:00am-4:00pm
Sew & Save Seminars 9:00am-4:00pm
Vendors Open 10:00am-10:00pm
Ways & Means . 10:00am-10:00pm
Showcase of Ideas 10:00am-2:00pm
Showcase of Publications 10:00am-6:00pm
Cox Convention Center lobby information booth open 10:00am-9:00pm
Dancing, 10:00am-10:00pm Squares, Rounds, Singles, Youth, Clogging, Advanced, Challenge, Contra
Dancing-Handicapable 10:00am-Noon
Education Panels, Clinics, Seminars, Club Leadership 10:00am-2:00pm
Food Courts open for Lunch 11:30am-3:00pm
Country Western/Line Dancing Noon-10:00pm
Exhibitions-Arena-1:00pm-5:30pm
Fashion Show, Oklahoma City Civic Center 1:00pm
Showcase of Ideas Take-Down 2:00pm-4:00pm
Food Courts open for Dinner 4:00pm-7:00pm
Line up for Parade of States 5:30pm East Hall of Cox Center
Closing Ceremonies-Arena-6:00pm
Live Music Mainstream Dancing in the Arena 7:00pm-10:00pm
Passing of the Torch-Arena-10:00pm
After Parties-10:00pm-Midnight

Sunday, June 29, 2003
After Convention tours, 9:00am All tours load 1/2 hour prior to departure.

The Heartland – Oklahoma – THE place to be in 2003 !!

Right here at the crossroads of America – you name it – we have it
Lakes & deserts; mountains & plains; caves & bluffs; tipis & mansions; soddies & Frank Lloyd Wright; golf, football, baseball, square dancing; basketball, soccer, softball; picnics, square dancing; wide-open spaces & cities; wheat, corn, timber, hay, peanuts; sand & rock; world-class zoo & National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum; did we mention square dancing ?? Downtown, Uptown, Bricktown, OKC Memorial. Creeks & rivers, lakes & ponds, locks & dams; big parks and little parks; dry camping & big resorts. Along with anything and everything in between all of the above and a whole lot more.

Old US 66; 1-35; 1-40; 1-44 (the tragic gap in 1-40 will be repaired LONG before you arrive – we promise) – these are major cross-roads of our America for your driving pleasure. Our Will Rogers International Airport handles traffic for all major airlines. Greyhound stops here, too. Your tour busses are most welcome – however you plan to travel to meet us here, c'mon in! I think we mentioned that we square dance in OKC! We are looking forward to welcoming you to our great City right here in the heartland – and after all, our middle name is "hospitality"! Y'all come, y'hear!!
Dear Readers and Friends,

We hope you are having a great spring and summer. Thank you for your selections, we always enjoy hearing from you and learning of new dances being done in the many different areas.

CHICAGOLAND ROUND DANCE LEADERS’ SOCIETY

Teach Of The Month For March 2003

Phase II: In The Mood For A Two Step (Martin) Roper 167
Phase III: C’est Si Bon III (Kammerer) Star 136

TEACH OF THE MONTH FOR APRIL 2003

Phase II: Cruising Down The River (Anderson) WZ/Red Boot 999/Top 25319
Phase II Tie: Naughty Lady (Hurst) Coll 4545/RCA 47-5896
Phase III: I’m A Man In Love (Cunningham) SP/CD Money & Cigarettes

DIXIE ROUND DANCE COUNCIL

Top Teaches As Reported In The Newsletter for April 2003

1. From My Guy (Goss) V/Foxtrot/Star 148
2. Orange Colored Sky (Shibata) V/Foxtrot/SP
3. Jack Is Back (Worlock) V/Mambo/SP
   Night Train (Lawson) III/Jive/Belco 370
   Somas (Moore) V/Rumba/SP
   Turn Your Radio On (Baldwin) II/Two Step/Star 179 Ray Stevens
4. Blue Shore Rumba (Maguire) III/Rumba/Roper 226
   Can’t Help Falling In Love (Rumble) V/Slow Two Step/SP
   I’m Not Giving You Up (Rumble) V/Rumba/SP
   Jurame (Worlock) V/Rumba/SP
   Ob-la-di Ob-la-da (Rumble) III/Cha/SP
   True Love (Goss) V/West Coast Swing/SP
   Wind Beneath My Wings (Buck) III/Rumba/Star 130

Send your round dance information to:
Bev & Bob Casteel, 1540 Hull Lane, Knoxville, TN 37931;
423-690-5498 • e-mail: bevbobdance@aol.com
October 6-9, 2003
St. George, Utah - USA

Senior Square Dance...
for the fun of it!

Ken Bowers
Caller

Gary Shoemake
Caller

Ronnie & Bonnie Bond
Round Dance Cuers

Building Square Dance around the World!
17th Annual

Huntsman World Senior Games
acclaimed the "Premier International Sporting Event for Athletes 50 and Better"
offering 22 sports...it's an event that will change your life!
Call Now!

1-800-562-1268

www.seniorgames.net
It is nearly summer and our groups are starting to either slow down their dance schedule or begin their summer hiatus. Generally, the warmer weather draws people to outdoor activities like picnics, gardening, yard work, vacations, and to the many other recreational venues. This month I would like to talk about thoughts. The thoughts I have in those hours of commuting each day to and from work and all other activities. These hours can be a time for just listening to music or as productive as I wish to make them. I generally think about mundane things like what I need to accomplish that day as well as dancing, choreography, or my classes. Sometimes, I just think about why. My biggest “Why” is “Why am I still dancing after all these years?” I began square dancing at age 12, became a square dance caller at age 16, danced in theatrical productions, and have been participating in some kind of dancing for over thirty years since. Line, Partner, Couples, Latin, Swing, Country, Round, and Square dancing have always been a part of my life. Rarely does any length of time go by that I am not dancing. One day I finally figured out the answer to why am I still dancing. Want to know? Read on.

Two big problems in any activity is initially to get people into the activity and secondly to keep them in the activity. A certain percentage of attrition in any dance activity is expected, but I think a large portion can be attributed to boredom. What makes another activity appear to be more enticing? Any activity needs to continually exercise our mind, our body, or hopefully both. Dancing definitely works both mind and body at the same time although some types and levels of dancing exercise one aspect more than the other. Over time, however, we will reach a plateau of mental stimulation and physical conditioning. In my opinion, of these two benefits, mental stimulation is by far the more powerful aspect of the activity. If we allow our learning to become stagnant, boredom will set in. Boredom reduces the fun in an activity. Eventually other activities appear more stimulating and therefore more fun and enticing. In the general activity called dance, there is an unlimited amount of information available. There is always something new or different that we can learn. Sometimes, we have to take the initiative to progress in our dancing. A different style, a different type, or a different instructor will help all areas of your dancing and help keep the boredom at bay. Bring the fun back. Keep your mind stimulated, and keep your body active. Learn something. By now, I am sure you have figured out the answer to my “Why.” Because in dancing, there is always something new to learn. A new style or some applied technique to improve our dancing. So, this summer, if one area of your dance activity slows down, find another to fill the void and enhance both areas.

If you have any questions about this dance or a suggestion for a future column,
please contact me at P.O. Box 2685, Topeka, Kansas 66601-2685. I can also be reached via e-mail at KSDanceguy@aol.com. Until next time, I will save you a spot on the dance floor.

This Month’s Dance: ENCHANTMENT

Basic Steps (Official NTA Definitions):

**Hold:** To perform no movement; to do nothing for a specific time.

**Kick:** Lift the non-support leg from the knee and straighten the knee, pointing the toes.

**Pivot Turn:** A change of direction turn in the opposite direction of the forward foot in 5th position. Usually making a 180° turn, returning or replacing the weight to the original foot.

**Rond de Jambe (Ronde):** The un-weighted leg moves from one leg position to another in a circular movement with a straight knee in either clockwise or counter-clockwise direction.

**Step:** The transfer of weight from one foot to the other.

**Together:** To bring the feet together with a weight change.

**DESCRIPTION:** 32 Count, 4 Wall Intermediate Line Dance

**CHOREOGRAPHER:** Jo Thompson, Denver, CO

**MUSIC TEMPO SUGGESTIONS:**

- **Slow:** I Am That Man by Brooks & Dunn (92 BPM)
- **Medium:** I’m Gonna Miss You Girl by Michael Martin Murphy (100 BPM)
- **Fast:** Land Of Enchantment by Michael Martin Murphy (108 BPM) or Any Slow to Moderate Tempo

**COUNT/STEP DESCRIPTION**

Rumba Box

1-2.) Step Left Foot Forward, Hold

3-4.) Step Right Foot to Right Side, Step Together with Left Foot Beside Right Foot

5-6.) Step Right Foot Backwards, Hold

7-8.) Step Left Foot to Left Side, Step Together with Right Foot Beside Left Foot 1/4 Turn Left, Rumba Box

9-10.) Step Left Foot Forward with a 1/4 Turn Left, Hold

11-12.) Step Right Foot to Right Side, Step Together with Left Foot Beside Right Foot

13-14.) Step Right Foot Backwards, Hold

15-16.) Step Left Foot to Left Side, Step Together with Right Foot Beside Left Foot

Step Forward, Kick, Step Back With 1/2 Turn Left, Ronde, Cross, 1/4 Turn Left

17-18.) Step Left Foot Forward, Kick Right Foot Forward

19-20.) Step Right Foot Backwards with a 1/2 Turn Left, Step Left Foot Forward

21-22.) Step Right Foot Forward, Sweep Left Foot Forward and Across Right Foot

23-24.) Step Left Foot in front of Right Foot, Step Right Foot Backwards with a 1/4 Turn Left Side, Hold, Rock Right, Rock Left, Step Right, Hold, 3/4 Turn Right

25-26.) Step Left Foot to Left Side, Hold

27-28.) Shift Weight to Right Side and Right Foot, Shift Weight to Left and Left Foot

29-30.) Step Right Foot to Right Side, Hold

31-32.) Turn 1/4 Right and Step Left Foot Forward, Pivot a 1/2 Turn Right, Step Right Foot Forward

Repeat

American SquareDance, June 2003
For the past several years, articles have been written, this topic has been discussed, and re-discussed, nevertheless, nothing, unfortunately, has been accomplished. What is the topic? The topic is the depletion of the mainstream program. Granted, the Northwest is probably recognized as the "best mainstream" program in the country. I hear this from callers in all parts of the United States, and not just callers who are agreeing with me, just to be agreeing. These are callers who, in some instances have been calling forty and fifty years, and feel that it is time the dancers should have a say as to what is being called at their dances.

My point being is that dancers and clubs, are the ones who hire the callers to call their dances. If you had a cleaning lady come in and instructed her to accomplish "certain tasks" and she did not do it, then, you would re-lease her of her job, in plain words, "fire her".

It is time that the square dance clubs take on the attitude that they have an "employee" who should give them the type of program they desire, not the type of program he, or she, calls for their own satisfaction and ego. Currently, if a caller were to go by the current list of "Callerlab", you would have no "spin chain thru, fan the top, cross trail thru, and several others".

It is my feeling, and that of others, the ploy by removing such calls from the "mainstream program", and I state, as you see "program", not "level", it encourages dances to move up to the next "program". If the "mainstream" program of 1984 were used properly, and the callers increased their effort to do some "creative choreography", their dancers would remain at the "mainstream program" and retention would increase. Dancers have
only a certain amount of “recreational”
time with our current lifestyles; why not
let them have “recreation”, in lieu of con-
tinual “education”?"

My feelings and that of others I have
spoken with say go back to the 1984
“mainstream program”, leave it alone. If
dancers want to dance with more chal-
lenge than their current caller is calling
at the club dance, then there are a couple
of solutions, and probably more. One,
have a general meeting of the club, and
with a majority agreeing, instruct the
caller as to what moves they want called
at their club. If he, or she does not have
the desire or the capability of doing this,
then move in the direction of hiring a
new caller. The other, and the less desir-
able, is leave the club where your friends
are and seek out another club, which will
most likely have the same problem as the
one you are leaving.

The comment was made recently by a
dancer, “If the caller feels there might be
some question as to whether everyone
knows a move, why not walk it through
and then everyone is playing the same
game”? This was the case in the fifties,
when calls like “bucket of worms” and
“split the beer mug chain” showed up on
the scene, as well as “allemande thar”
and “square thru”.

It is time to “get back to the basics” in
our state. If someone wants more “edu-
cation”, then they should join a “work-
shop” group as was the situation in the
fifties and sixties. The callers called the
club dances where everyone danced and
then the “workshops” were during the
week. Dancers did not avoid dances for
fear of not being able to dance, because
they knew the program was one that was
familiar. The callers, in turn, made it his,
or her job to keep everyone dancing. Yes,
we did have lady callers in the early years
of square dancing, and some mighty fine
ones, I might say.

Enough said.

BASIC SQUARE DANCE with Larry McBee
• Vol. 1: Calls 1 Thru 23
• Vol. 2: Calls 24 Thru 49
• Vol. 3: Mainstream Cloverleaf to Recycle

PLUS SQUARE DANCE with Lee Schmidt
• Tea Cup Chain to Spin Chain & Exchange The Gears
• PLUS SQUARE DANCE IN “D.B.D.” with Don McWhirter
• Vol. 1: Tea Cup Chain to Relay the Deucey
• Vol. 2: Cross Fire to Spin Chain & Exchange The Gears

A-1 SQUARE DANCE with Mike Sikorsky
• Vol. 1: Acey Deucey to Cross Over Circulate
• Vol. 2: Quarter In to Mix

A-2 SQUARE DANCE with Mike Sikorsky
• Vol. 1: Pass The Sea to Zig Zag/Zag Zig
• Vol. 2: Switch To A Diamond to Trail Off

ROUND DANCE with Bob & Edna Faudree
• Phase I & II: Fraulein; St. Louis Blues
• Phase III: Answer Me; Desert Song
• Phase III: Latin Basics (Four Dances)

ROUND DANCE with Joyce (Doss) Lane & Jim Lane
• Phase IV: Till Tomorrow; Audios; Rainbow Connection

CLOGGING with Marilyn Hansen
• Beginning
• Easy Intermediate
• Intermediate - Level 1
• Intermediate - Level 2

CONTRA DANCE
• Introduction to Contra w/Mike Seastrom

Package Includes:
Video, Audio Cassettes & Booklet ($44.95)

American Square Dance, June 2003
Caller Wil Eades didn’t know just what he was starting when he convinced the Sundown Squares of La Mesa, California to become one of the first square dance organizations to adopt a new strategy to help secure a bright future for our activity. In 2000, Wil proposed to the directors of this modest 46 member club that they increase the cost of admission by $1 to $4 and that half of the new money raised (only 50 cents per dancer per night) be donated to the CALLERLAB Foundation for the Promotion and Preservation of Square Dancing. The club officers agreed and the dancers didn’t seem to mind. Those that asked were informed that the donated funds would assist in funding a national campaign to help square dancing, and that the benefits would eventually flow back to them in the form of increased marketing and promotion of our activity.

Giant oaks from tiny acorns grow – Ben Franklin

Since June 1999, the Sundown Squares have raised close to $6000 for the Foundation. In addition, Wil and his wife Judy (Wil calls, Judy cues) also make and sell t-shirts bearing the slogan “Add Quality to Your Life - Learn to Square Dance”. By adding $1 to the cost of the shirts, and not keeping any profit for themselves, they have raised an additional $1500 for the Foundation.

At the 2001 CALLERLAB convention in St. Louis, MO, Wil was presented with the Foundation Chairman’s Award for outstanding contribution to the Foundation and to square dancing. To the surprise of the Sundown dancers and officers, Wil made a special surprise presentation of the award to the club leadership when he returned from St. Louis.

The CALLERLAB Foundation for the Promotion and Preservation of Square Dancing is a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) charitable foundation. The Foundation supports projects to preserve and promote square dancing. Such projects will protect the heritage of the activity and contribute to its growth, emphasizing the social, physical, and mental benefits of square dancing. Currently, the Foundation is focusing on marketing efforts to help increase recruitment and retention of new square dancers; educational grants to help dancers, associations, and callers enhance their ability to help square dancing; seminars, brochures, and public service announce-
One of the Foundation's projects - The Phoenix Plan - is a long-term development plan for the future of square dancing and related dance forms. The first phase of the Phoenix Plan includes market research to better understand square dancing and our potential market, and to expand communication and education within our activity and between other related dance and recreation organizations. Along these lines, the Foundation is exploring the creation of “ARTS” - the Alliance for Round, Traditional, and Square Dance - a new umbrella advocacy group that can enhance efforts at communication, marketing, PR, and fundraising.

Conservatively, 10,000 couples go square dancing every week. If each person was charged an extra 50 cents per dance, then a year of dancing would yield $520,000 for marketing, promotion, public relations, and leadership training. The payback would be enormous: more new dancers, bigger classes, more enthusiasm from callers and dancers alike, and a brighter future for our activity.

Could your club or festival follow the example set by the Sundown Squares? Consider doing something similar to what they have done. Add a small amount to your standard entry price, or to your annual membership fees. Share your split-the-pot proceeds with the Foundation, or hold some other kind of fund-raiser. Don’t let some other club or organization do it - take the lead today for a brighter square dance future.

For more information about the Foundation and the Phoenix Plan, contact The CALLERLAB Foundation for the Preservation & Promotion of Square Dancing, 467 Forrest Ave, Ste 118, Cocoa, FL 32922.
WHAT'S AHEAD

Not for profit Association/Federation festivals, conventions or benefit dances can be listed free of charge in What's Ahead.

We need the event date, name, location including city and state, contact address, phone number, and e-mail if any. The name of the not for profit Association/Federation must be printed on the flyer to receive the free listing.

Send us the event information as early as you want but we must receive it at least 4 to 6 months in advance of the event's scheduled date.

NATIONAL CONVENTIONS

U.S.A.

June 25-28 Oklahoma Cty, OK 52 NSDC
July 2-6 San Diego, CA IAGSDC
June 23-26 Denver, CO 53rd NSDC
July 1-5 Phoenix, AZ IAGSDC
June 22-25 Portland, OR 54th NSDC
July 1-4 Santa Clara, CA IAGSDC

JUNE

5-9 AUSTRALIA - 44th Australian National SD Convention, Caloundra, Queensland, Australia. davidsmythe@ozemail.com.au
13-14 COLORADO - 49th Colorado State SD Festival, Mesa State College Campus, Grand Junction. CWASDC, Box 1171, Grand Junction CO 81502
13-15 MINNESOTA - 51st State Convention, Mankato. Vi & John Guderian, 8209 Beard Rd, Bloomington MN 55431; 952-831-6816
20-21 WASHINGTON - 52nd Annual Washington State Square and Folk Dance Festival, Kitsap County Fairgrounds, Bremerton. Joan Barry Weaver, 2949 Alson Ct SE, Port Orchard WA 98366; pensqs@sinclair.net; www.squaredance-wa.org

JULY

3-6 ALASKA - 37th Annual Alaska State S&RD Festival, Farthest North Square and Round Dance Center, Pioneer Park (formerly Alaskaland), Fairbanks. Registration: John Hanchett, PO Box 10041, Fairbanks, AK 99710
3-6 CALIFORNIA - Anchors Aweigh With A Half Sashay, the 20th Annual International Association of Gay Square Dance Clubs (IAGSDC) Convention at the Sheraton San Diego Hotel & Marina, San Diego. Registration info: arcmantoo@cox.net; Anchors Aweigh With A Half Sashay (AAWAHS), PO Box 87567, San Diego CA 92138
15-17 NEW YORK - NSDCA Inter-
national Camporee, Chemung County Fairgrounds, Horseheads. Gerald & Joanne Jones, 2139 Indian Hills Rd., Painted Post, NY 14870; 607-523-7750; jojejoje@juno.com


25-27 ILLINOIS - 20th Illinois S&RD Convention, Western Illinois University, Macomb. Gary & Karen Flynn, PO Box 67, Colchester IL 62326; 309-776-4796; garkar@winco.net

27-Aug. 2 KENTUCKY - Cumberland Dance Week, Nancy. Sponsored by the Lloyd Shaw Foundation with Traditional Dance Programs, Live Music and more. www.lloydshaw.org/cumbframe.html; www.mnopltd.com/cumb

AUGUST

8-10 WISCONSIN - 44th Wisconsin S&RD Convention, West Bend High School, West Bend. Chuck & Sue Jacobson, 7412 Eaton Ln., Greendale WI 53219; 414-421-4275; strattick@aol.com

14-16 TENNESSEE - Tennessee State Convention, Gatlinburg Convention Center, Gatlinburg. 29th TN State Convention, 110 Wilson Ave, Clinton TN 37716; 865-457-9674; dleever@usa.com

15-16 NORTH CAROLINA 14th Annual NC State Convention, North Raleigh Hilton, Raleigh. Lesley and Debbie Green, Cat Tail Court, Durham, NC 27703. Phone 919-598-1104.

15-16 PENNSYLVANIA 10th Annual PA S&RD Convention, The Penn State Conference Center Hotel, State College. Bob and Ellen Williams, 2159 Palamino Drive, Washington, PA 18976. Phone (215) 344-2969, email: blkgrd@juno.com

15-16 MICHIGAN - 42nd Michigan S&RD Convention, Valley Plaza Resort, Midland. Lloyd & Linda Catey, 3462 Doane Hwy, Grand Ledge 48837; 517-645-7417; catey@msu.edu

22-23 COLORADO - 35th Annual Peach Promenade, Mt Garfield Middle School, Clifton. Jim & Maggie Stafford, 970-243-3303

SEPTEMBER

19-20 PENNSYLVANIA - 39th Delaware Valley S&RD Convention, Holiday Inn King of Prussia, King of Prussia. John & Pattie Toll, 218 Locust Ave, Elsmere DE 19805; 302-892-9171; johnpattietoll@aol.com

OCTOBER

10-11 ARKANSAS - Freedom to Dance in '03. Fort Smith Convention Center, Fort Smith. Bob and Jean Neidecker, 5114 Parks Road, Van Buren, AR 72956

NOVEMBER

7-8 California – Frolicking Fall Festival. Red Bluff Community/Senior Center, 1500 So. Jackson and Kimbal, Red Bluff. Jay Thiel, 18785 Palomino Drive, Red Bluff, CA 96080, (530) 527-3486

You don’t see your festival or convention information listed here?
Did someone remember to send us the information?
We can only print what we receive - and it must meet the listed qualifications on page 59.
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RECORD DEALERS

HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE
The Professional Source for Square and Round Dance Records & Equipment
PO Box 550, Marlborough, NH 03455
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: Music@Dosado.com
Website: www.Dosado.com/Music

PALOMINO RECORDS, INC.
Over 500,000 records in stock
Squares, Rounds, Clogging, and Country Western Current and Oldies
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs
1404 Weavers Run Rd, West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800-227-5420

BADGES

A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC (847) 526-7396
1150 Brown St., Wauconda, IL 60084
Home of the Original ROVER Badge
Custom Engraving from your Design. Fun Badges & Dangles Rhinestone Badges, Mini Purses (assorted colors), much more.
Write for FREE Catalog - Since 1954

FOR SALE

FOR SALE BY A RETIRED SQUARE DANCE CALLER
A complete callers equipment including over 700 records. For information call 1-906-346-4936 or e-mail cjasley@msn.com

FOR SALE

Hilton 480 Wide angle Speaker, Like New $250
Telex hearing Impaired System Transmitter and 5 receivers, Like New $250
Phone 315-697-9658

NOTES FOR CALLERS

JOHN'S NOTES
John & Linda Saunders
101 Cedar Dunes
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169
904-428-1496; E-mail: johnnysa@aol.com
Web Site: http://members.aol.com/johnnysa
Basic through C with Added Attractions
Monthly Service, Contact for Free Sample “For the Callers Who Care”

BOOKS

BURLESON’S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: 5100+ calls and movements. Coming soon - hopefully!

SPECIAL - ASD BINDERS
Protect your back issues of ASD. Holds a full year’s issues of magazines. They open flat for quick and easy reference. 2 for $9.50 S/H included (foreign postage higher).
ASD, 34 E Main St, Apopka, FL 32703


EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The Bob Howell Collection. Here you’ll find everything to get your toes tappin’ and hips swinging—the music, concise directions for all levels, plus interesting history of each dance. Cost: $21.95 per book. S/H $3.50 U.S. - $5.50 Canada. Order from Siddal & Ray Publications for Dance, 1017 Williamsburg Drive, Charleston, IL 61920
TOPE RECORD SERVICE
Square & Round Dance Publications Headquarters!
- Burleson's Sq. Dance Encyclopedia
- Caller Teacher Manual & Caller Text
- Square Dance Manuals - Handbooks
- PLUSCALL - Plus Teaching Guide
- Square Dance Fundamentals
- Mainstream SD Callers Notebook
- Teaching Modern Square Dance
- Ed Foote Program Diagram Books
- Standard Choreography
- Dick Han & Gene Trimmer Singers
- Bill Peters Guidebooks
- CDP - Sharing A Treasure Of Dances
- CDP - Dancing For Busy People
- Kentucky Dance Foundation Videos
- Dances To Avoid Wallflowers
- Contra Manual
- Step-Close-Step (rounds)
- Fancy Dancing Series (rounds)
1-800-445-7398 Free Online Music Previews
Click...Listen...Buy!
100% Secure Online Shopping
Dosado.com/Music